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Nomenclature 

ADC  Analog to digital converter 

APD   Avalanche photodiode 

CAI  Charge accumulating imager 

CF  Concentration factor 

CMOS  complementary metal oxide semiconductor 

DCR   Dark count rate 

DSNU  Dark signal nonuniformity 

DSP  Digital signal processing 

dSTORM Direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 

DTI  Deep trench isolation 

E(∙)   Expectation value 

ECR  Excess count rate 

EMCCD Electron multiplying charge coupled device 

FCS   Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

FLIM  Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy 

FPGA  Field programmable gate array 

fps  Frames per second   

FWHM  Full-width at half-maximum 

GSDIM  Ground-state depletion and single-molecule return 

HDR  High dynamic range 

IC  Integrated circuits 

ICG  Indocyanine green 

LET  Light emission test 

NA  Numerical aperture 

PDE  Photon detection efficiency 

PDP  Photon detection probability 
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PMT  Photo multiplier tube 

PRNU  Photon response nonuniformity 

PSF  Point spread function 

QIS  Quanta image sensor 

sCMOS  Scientific complementary metal oxide semiconductor 

SEM  Scanning electron microscope 

SIM  Structured illumination microscopy 

SMLM  Single molecule localization microscopy 

SNR  Signal-to-noise ratio 

SPAD  Single-photon avalanche diodes 

STED  Stimulated emission depletion microscopy 

STI  Shallow trench isolation 

TDC  Time to digital converter 
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1 Introduction 

Magnifying very distant or very small objects is a fundamental research 

method. Star movement was observed and atoms were theorized before 

modern science could prove them, as it was very often influenced by 

mythopoetic imagination. During early modern science, magnifying lenses were 

built in telescopes and microscopes to develop astronomy and make 

micrometer objects visible. 

Theories about magnifying lenses were introduced in the Middle Ages, and the 

first telescopes and microscopes were built in the 17th century. For a long time, 

it was believed that microscopes could reach any desired magnification, and 

thus any spatial resolution, just by improving the lens quality. It was later found 

that the resolution of optical microscopes is fundamentally limited by 

diffraction.  

1.1 Spatial resolution of light microscopes 

Lenses are used to magnify and focus light. Early geometrical optics theorized 

that we can reconstruct an image of a nanometer spot with the same size as the 

initial spot. However, light diffracts traveling away from the nanometer spot. 

The light widens and eventually hits a target area larger than the initial spot. 

The imaged light intensity forms wave shapes called Airy disks (Figure 1.1). The 

point spread function (PSF) describes this behavior of light mathematically. The 

light intensity over one lateral cross-section x is defined by:   
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, (1.1) 

 

where J1(x) is the first order Bessel function, I0 the peak intensity, λ the light 

wavelength, a the lens (aperture) size, and z the distance between the lens and 

the imaging plane. The first order Bessel function is similar to a sinc function. A 

rectangular aperture would, in contrast to circular aperture, yield a lateral 

cross-section with a sinc function.   
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Figure 1.1. Airy disk or PSF of a circular aperture lens system. 

The size of a PSF (the first circle in Figure 1.1, high intensity) is proportional to 

λz/a. Z is the focal length and a the lens diameter. We then replace a and z with 

the numerical aperture of the lens: NA, where NA=a/2z. This yields a PSF size 

of 1.22 λ/NA, as shown in Figure 1.1. The numerical aperture has a limited 

range, with a usual maximum of 1.4. Thus, it is not possible to reduce the PSF 

far beyond the λ. 

Light diffraction thus limits the smallest resolvable distance of, for example, two 

nanometer spots. Two spots that are closer than this resolvable distance will be 

seen as a single blurred spot, as shown in Figure 1.2c. Abbe defined the optical 

resolution as the largest spatial frequency that contributes to the image, and 

extracted it to be ∆x= λ/2NA1. Rayleigh defined a more intuitive optical 

resolution2; ∆x= 0.61⨯λ/NA, arguing that two spots are spatially resolvable if 

the peak of one PSF is positioned at the first dark ring of the adjacent PSF. This 

is shown in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.2b shows the Rayleigh limit, where the two 

spots are still separable.  
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                       (a)           (b)           (c) 

Figure 1.2. Rayleigh criterion for the minimal resolvable resolution. (a) Shows clearly 
resolved spots, where (b) is at the Rayleigh limit. (c) Shows two merged spots that 
cannot be resolved.   

The same resolution limitation applies when imaging more general structures. 

An example is shown in Figure 1.3. We cannot distinguish two line structures 

that are closer than the resolution from a single line structure. Both the single 

and double line will appear as a single line. In microscopy, biologists usually 

color cell structures with bright fluorescent dyes to label specific structure of 

interest or to increase the contrast. This technique is called fluorescence 

microscopy, because we label structures with bright dyes, fluorophores. 

Fluorophores are single molecules that can target specific molecules, proteins 

and other structures of interest. If a microscope detects an isolated fluorophore, 

it will be shown as a single PSF, a diffraction limited spot. 
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Figure 1.3. An example of a resolution limited observation, compared to an original 
structure. 

Several techniques were developed to overcome the diffraction limitation and 

achieve a resolution higher then Abbe’s/Rayleigh’s resolution3. This quest has 

led to the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2014.  One type of techniques is single 

molecule localization microscopy (SMLM), which separates the fluorophores in 

time by means of blinking. A small number of fluorophores will be active on 

average, ensuring that single fluorophore PSFs are separated. The position of 

each fluorophores can be then estimated with sub-diffraction resolution by 

localizing the peak intensity. By subsequently imaging and localizing sparse 

fluorophores, a super resolved pointillistic image is formed4. This thesis uses 

one particular SMLM technique, known as ground-state depletion and single-

molecule return (GSDIM4, also known as direct stochastic optical 

reconstruction microscopy; dSTORM5).  

The final resolution of SMLM is determined by the localization uncertainty6 and 

the labeling density7, and reaches as low as 10 nm, while the diffraction limited 

resolution is limited to around 200 nm. The uncertainty decreases with the 

increase of the number of captured photons. More gathered statistics increase 

the localization accuracy. Thompson et al. found that the uncertainty 

specifically decreases with the square root of the number of detected photons8.  

Thus, early SMLM microscopes featured highly sensitive electron-multiplying 

charge-coupled device (EMCCD) imagers. Their high sensitivity enhanced the 

uniformity of the PSFs and increased the localization accuracy. Because of 

limited speed and the presence of excess noise in EMCCDs, a number of 

researchers started to use faster scientific complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor (sCMOS) imagers, eventually enabling faster image formation9. 

For this, faster fluorophores were required9,10, and faster instrumentation 

became critical for a fluorophore’s photophysical characterization and 
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optimization. To date, the maximal reported frame rate available to SMLM is 

still limited to 3 000 frames per second (fps)10.  

However, since tens of thousands of images are needed to create a pointillistic 

super resolved image, the limited imaging speed slows the acquisition speed of 

super resolution images to multiple seconds and even minutes.  

1.2 SPAD technology 

To increase the imaging speed we need to introduce operational and 

architectural changes in detection and accumulation of photo-electrons. 

Photons could be counted by means of a direct photon to digital transformation, 

as opposed to accumulating photo-electrons in a fragile environment with 

thermal and other analog noise sources, as it is done in EMCCD and sCMOS 

imagers. This would increase the robustness and allow for higher imaging 

speeds. 

There exist a number of devices that perform photon to digital transformations, 

e.g. photo-multiplying tubes (PMT) and single-photon avalanche diodes 

(SPAD). PMTs are large sensors that are challenging to integrate in large arrays 

due to their bulky mechanical structure requiring vacuum to operate correctly. 

SPADs can be successfully integrated in large arrays since they are very similar 

to standard microelectronic chips fabricated in complementary metal-oxide 

semiconductor (CMOS) technology. In fact, SPADs can themselves be fabricated 

in standard CMOS and CMOS image sensor (CIS) technologies.  

A SPAD is a photodiode that is capable of triggering electrical avalanches upon 

detection of a photon. The generic structure of a SPAD is shown in Figure 1.4. 

Photons are absorbed (generating an electron-hole pair) by the semiconductor 

lattice (silicon or other semiconductors). The electric field of the depletion 

dipole generates current if the photons are absorbed close to the depletion 

layer. 
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Figure 1.4. Reverse-biased photodiode. We create a depletion region at the p-n 
junction by applying a reverse bias. At high reverse bias, a multiplication region is 
formed closer to the more doped layer (in this case the p layer), where carriers are 
accelerated (and multiplied) to create an avalanche. Photons absorbed in the drift 
region are creating avalanches after drifting towards the multiplication region.   

A high electric field creates current avalanches if SPADs are operated above 

breakdown voltage VBD, at the operating voltage VOP=VBD+VE (VE is the excess 

bias). Above breakdown, electron-hole pairs are abruptly accelerated and 

generate impact ionization. The SPADs then operate in so-called Geiger mode, 

where a detected photo-electron generates an avalanche. In passive quenching 

regime, the avalanche current is quenched by a ballast resistor. The same 

resistor is used to sense the current by generating a fast voltage pulse, thus we 

achieve a photon-to-digital converter. A SPAD usually comprises a junction 

between a highly doped p+ layer and an n well, shown in Figure 1.5.  

p+

Deep n well
n well

n+n+

p substrate

 

Figure 1.5. A typical implementation of a SPAD in a standard CMOS process, with a 
ballast resistor in series. The depletion region is in this case formed between the p+ 
and n well layers. The side and bottom n layers are used for connectivity with the n 
well.  

SPAD pulses usually have a rising edge of a few nanoseconds and a jitter of 30 

to 100 ps; the pulse width is between 10 and 100 ns. This implies that at most 

one photon can be detected every 10 to 100 ns. The maximum imaging speed in 

these cases is thus 400 kfps (or 40 kfps in case of 100 ns dead time) for a single 

measurement with 255 different gray values (from black to white) assuming 

accumulation of subsequent pulses is used to form the gray levels. 
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SPAD imagers are arrays of SPADs11 that enable high timing resolution and are 

thus suitable for time-resolved and high-speed applications12. For example, a 

distance can be measured implicitly by the time taken by light to travel from a 

laser source to an object and back to the detector. Inherently, SPAD imagers 

have a high photon response uniformity13,14 and zero readout noise.  

However, the early digitalization of photon counts within the pixel14 comes at 

the cost of a somewhat lower fill factor and a lower photon detection 

probability (PDP). Noise expressed in terms of dark count rate (DCR) is still high 

in many CMOS SPAD implementations. Single photon outputting and high 

imaging speed induce extremely high data rates. Major design challenges 

remain before we can build a SPAD imager exceeding the performance of 

conventional image sensors. 

1.3 Main research question 

This brings us to the research question, which is the focus of this thesis:  

What are the advantages of SPAD imagers overcoming the main challenges, used 

in microscopy, compared to conventional EMCCD and sCMOS imager 

technologies? 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

The thesis covers large format SPAD imagers, but it also discusses small format 

SPAD imagers. A graphical outline is found in Figure 1.6. 

Large format 
SPAD imagers

Small format 
SPAD imagers

PMT
Hybrid

EMCCD
sCMOS

Super 
resolution 

microscopy

Confocal 
microscopy

Chapter 5 Chapter 4

Chapter 2 & 3

 

Figure 1.6. Graphical outline of the thesis. 
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Single photon imagers are introduced in chapter 2 in terms of their basic 

performance like PDP, DCR, signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range. The 

chapter includes large format SPAD, EMCCD and sCMOS imagers. Architecture 

differences yield significant changes in key performance. We discuss challenges 

and potential advantages of different state-of-the-art implementations. Chapter 

3 plots design challenges with an emphasis on scalability.  

Imager differences play a large role in image quality generated by the 

microscope. In chapter 4, we quantify image quality from different imagers. We 

show both benefits and drawbacks of using SPAD imagers in super resolution 

microscopy, and discuss how SPAD advantages can be employed in microscopy. 

How should we design SPAD imagers to maximize this advantages? 

Before concluding, a small format SPAD imager used for confocal microscopy is 

described and characterized in chapter 5. We present an application where the 

SPAD design is less challenging, but can lead to major improvements in image 

quality and detector cost.  

1.5 Contributions 

The contributions of this thesis are: 

1) Modeling of large SPAD image sensors 

Signal-to-noise ratio was looked at in the context of dynamic range. An active 

clock (recharge asynchronous to the SPAD activity) response was 

experimentally found to deviate from the active event-driven (recharge 

synchronous to the SPAD activity) response. We found mathematical models 

and confirmed them with simulation and measurement data (sections 2.2.4, 

2.2.5 and 5.1.4). We proposed a quantitative SNR decrease of -3dB as a measure 

for the extended dynamic range. Active event-driven recharge theoretically 

extends the dynamic range by ×75 compared to 1/Tdead (section 2.2.5.1). Active 

clock recharge extends it by ×2.84. 

Nonuniformity analysis was conducted, focusing on fundamental principles. We 

found that the photon-to-digital transformation offers photon response 

nonuniformity below 2%. Digital robustness mitigates analog noise sources 

found in charge accumulating imagers. However, DCR nonuniformity is a main 

concern for SPAD imagers. Finally, we compared SPAD with EMCCD and sCMOS 

imagers. Results are found if sections 2.3.2 and 2.4. 
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Optimum frame time was analyzed. We derived the optimum frame time for 

localization super resolution microscopy, based on exponentially distributed 

fluorophore blinking. The optimum frame time is longer than the average 

blinking time, and depends on the emission and background intensity (section 

4.1.1). 

2) First super resolution images with a SPAD imager 

With consecutive publications in 201515, 201616 and 201717, we showed the 

first localization super resolution microscopy results acquired with a SPAD 

imager, gradually improving image quality throughout the publications 

(section 4.2).  

Moreover, based on a previous SPAD implementation with 45% peak PDP, we 

designed a 55% PDP SPAD array with 100 cps DCR, 0.1% afterpulsing and 

120 ps timing jitter to explore the limits of advanced SPADs for super resolution 

applications. Using a cascode transistor combination for quenching and 

recharge, the array operates at high 11 V excess bias. Capacitive isolation 

allowed us to reduce the afterpulsing to 0.1%. Detailed results are found in 

section 5.1. 

3) Widefield exploration of fluorophore blinking 

In addition to super resolution images, we were able to perform first widefield 

blinking analysis with timing resolution in the μs range (section 4.3).  

4) Methodological/design contributions 

- A simplified measurement procedure that gives a concentration 

factor for the microlenses relative to an f-number of 1.8 

- Quantified recommendations on imager architecture to yield a 

maximum data reduction (section 3.2) 

- Co-design (pixel array and event-driven bus) of two event-driven 

SPAD imagers with 144×252 and 32×32 pixel resolution 
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2 Single photon imagers  

As mentioned in the introduction, SPADs offer the possibility to combine large 

format integration (large number of pixels) with high-speed imaging and/or 

high-timing resolution. In this chapter, we include imager alternatives and 

compare them. We discuss how far other technologies like electron multiplying 

charge-coupled device (EMCCD) and scientific CMOS (sCMOS) are from 

implementing a practical single photon imager, and whether SPAD imagers 

have a competitive advantage.  

Section 2.1 discusses the general requirements for single photon imaging, while 

section 2.2 presents key parameters for large format imagers with an emphasis 

on the current drawbacks of each imager technology. The three main imager 

technologies are shown in Figure 2.1. 

Imager 
array

Storage
array

Electron 
multiplication (EM) 
by high voltage clocks

EMCCD

Imager 
array

Column 
amplifiers and 
ADCs

sCMOS

Imager 
array

Multiplexer

SPAD

 

Figure 2.1. The three main photon-counting imager technologies. EMCCDs are highly 
sensitive and uniform imagers. Their readout speed is low due to the serial readout 
architecture. sCMOS imagers parallelize the output and increase speed. Although, 
they are not photon counters per se, sCMOS imagers have reached a de facto photon-
counting status due to their low noise that makes it possible to distinguish single-
photon events with a certain accuracy. SPAD imagers offer direct photon-to-digital 
transformation. Operating in the digital domain, these imagers enable DSP like 
operations operating directly on pixels and at a very high speed. 

We track the rapid evolution from single SPADs through SPAD arrays to SPAD 

imagers in section 2.3. We present different types of SPAD imagers and 

concentrate on a particular implementation – SwissSPAD.  

Other imager technologies have also been steadily improving in performance, 

due to rapid technology advancement. Thus, Section 2.4 compares high-end 

imagers in different technologies with the aim of differentiating between 
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fundamental and technological drawbacks. Technological drawbacks, in 

contrast to fundamental ones, can be and will be overcome, in time.  

2.1 Requirements for single photon and photon counting imaging 

Let us begin with the importance of single-photon imaging. Single-photon 

detection is required for measurements on time distribution, e.g. when 

measuring lifetime of a first molecular excited state, or any distribution related 

to a time distribution, like in 3D imaging (distance distribution). Single photon 

detection is also needed for measurements including quantum photon 

correlations.  

There is a fundamental difference between sensitivity and single-photon 

detectability. While sensitivity relates the number of incident photons with the 

number of generated electrons (as in the case of modern detectors using the 

photoelectric effect), single-photon detection requires that one is able to read 

out the electron generated by a single photon. The main constrain preventing 

single-photon detection is readout noise.  

In practice, single electrons are charge amplified to measurable values (defined 

with a conversion gain V/e-). The main objective of a single-photon detector is 

to have a low effective (input referred) readout noise. Higher readout noise 

yields a higher probability of false detection Pfd18: 

 
1 1

2 8
fd

read

P erfc


 
  

 
,  (2.1) 

where σread is the readout noise. For example, a readout noise of 0.5 e- would 

yield a probability of a Pfd of 16%, whereas 0.3 e- yields a Pfd of 5%.  

Single-photon imagers rely on either highly amplifying the electron charge (as 

to mitigate the effect of readout noise) or reducing the readout noise below 0.3 

e-. EMCCD imagers use electron multiplication whereas sCMOS imagers are 

trying to reach a readout noise lower than 0.3 e-. SPAD imagers on the contrary, 

rely on impact ionization (with theoretically infinite electron amplification) to 

generate pulses in the order of few volts.  

Let us consider the case in which we want to evaluate quantum correlation; we 

assume a cross correlation measurement of a single-photon emitter which 

photons are detected by a small array. The single-photon emitter will release at 

most one photon in a fraction of time (frame time set to be same as laser 
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period), and the cross correlation with lag time 0, G2(T=0), should be 0. Either 

no detection occurred, the first pixel detected, or the second pixel detected a 

single photon. The two pixels cannot detect a photon at the same time. At a large 

lag time, the cross correlation between two pixels G2(T=∆t) will be Pdet2, where 

Pdet is the probability of detecting a photon. If we however have a Pfd≠0, 

G2(T=0)= Pfd × Pdet. The larger the G2(T=∆t) with respect to G2(T=0), the better 

the measurement SNR. Since Pdet is usually in the order of 0.01, a cross 

correlation measurement puts a strong requirement on Pfd and the readout 

noise. 

Photon-counting enforces a stronger limitation on the CMOS imager readout 

noise σread. The readout noise spreads the output voltage for one electron to a 

Gaussian distribution. Photon counting thus needs to take into account both the 

voltages below 0.5 e- and above 1.5 e-. Pfd thus doubles for photon counting19, 

compared to single-photon detection (checks if there is no photon or 

one/multiple photons). For SPADs, dead time limits photon counting at high 

photon counting rates. If two photons arrive within the dead time, a SPAD will 

count just one. Limitations enforced by the dead time will be discussed in 

section 2.2.4.  

2.2 Key parameters of single-photon imagers 

Section 2.2 describes the key parameters of single photon imagers. The 

introduced parameters are related to underlying principles. For example, 

SPADs usually have peak sensitivity at 450 nm wavelength because of a shallow 

p+ to n well junction. The underlying principles will facilitate the state-of-the-

art comparison and the differentiation between fundamental and technological 

limitations of different single photon imagers. 

2.2.1 Quantum efficiency, photon detection probability and fill factor 

Sensitivity of a photodetector is the ratio between the input photon number and 

the number of generated carriers (in case of charge accumulating imagers like 

EMCCD and sCMOS) or pulses (in case of SPADs) that are detected in a given 

area and time. Usually, sensitivity in charge accumulating imagers (CIA) is given 

with quantum efficiency (QE). Equation (2.2)20 gives the QE for a given 

wavelength for a junction from 0 to depth zend. 

  
0

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

end

z

d

z

QE T e p z dz         (2.2) 
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T(λ) is the transmittance spectra including interference effects stemming from 

reflections from the metals, inter metal dielectrics and passivation present on 

top (and sides) of the junction21. μ(λ) is the absorption coefficient, μ(λ)e-z μ(λ) the 

probability of being absorbed at depth z and pd the probability the generated 

carrier is detected in the depletion region. Note that pd(z)=1 if z is in the 

depletion region, while it monotonically approaches 0 both at z=0 and z=zend, as 

to account for diffusion towards the depletion region. 

In SPADs, each carrier that is detected in the depletion region might not 

necessarily generate an avalanche pulse. We thus denote SPAD sensitivity with 

photon detection probability (PDP), as opposed to QE. The avalanche 

probability (a carrier generating an avalanche) is governed by the ionization 

coefficient. The PDP equation (2.3) is similar to (2.3), whereas pd is replaced by 

pa.  

 
0

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

end

z

a

z

PDP T e p z dz         (2.3) 

pa is the probability a carrier generated at depth z generates an avalanche. It 

includes pd, and can be approximated as pa=C×pd, and thus PDP=C×QE. C is here 

the avalanche probability related to the ionization coefficient that increases 

with the applied electric field (when increasing the operating voltage), but 

eventually saturates. SPAD PDP thus saturates after increasing the operating 

voltage VOP. 

A higher sensitivity implies a higher pa over a wider (deeper) semiconductor 

volume. Mixing of carriers because of different absorption depth22 increases 

timing jitter. However, a wider depletion region reduces the depletion 

capacitance and the diffusion region resistance23, leading to improved SPAD 

timing performance. A higher PDP due to a wider depletion region should thus 

have no major negative effects of the timing.  

In addition to sensitivity, the ratio between the sensitive and total pixel area, or 

fill factor, is not necessarily 100%. EMCCDs usually have a fill factor of 100%, 

whereby FSI CMOS transistors limit it to around 50%21. SPADs, in addition to 

restricting the fill factor with transistors, feature a guard ring of 1 to 2 μm. The 

guard ring prevents a lateral breakdown. The overall sensitivity including the 

fill factor is denoted as photon detection efficiency (PDE).   
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2.2.2 Noise sources 

Noise sources in imaging sensors are offsets in photon signal that change over 

time and are unpredictable per integration time t. A time-invariant offset is not 

regarded as noise source and can be easily subtracted. Usually though noise 

appears as a combination of time-invariant and time-varying offsets and it is 

often non-trivial to separate the two components to remove time-invariant 

noise. 

2.2.2.1 Shot noise 

Shot noise is the inevitable noise source in every particle based measurement, 

also called Poisson noise; σshot noise=√ni, where ni is the number of detected 

photons. 

2.2.2.2 Dark noise and dark count rate 

Dark noise is the generation of carriers without incident light. In SPADs, dark 

noise is characterized as the mean dark counts per second or dark count rate 

(DCR). There exist a discrepancy between the dark noise for CAIs expressed in 

dark current and for SPADs expressed in DCR. A carrier might not generate an 

avalanche, like discussed in section 2.2.1. DCR is an average offset added to the 

photon count rate. As we defined noise, DCR change in time should be taken as 

noise, i.e. σDCR=√(DCR×t), where t is the integration time. The main sources of 

dark noise are trap-assisted thermal generation, band-to-band tunneling and 

trap-assisted tunneling. All are found to increase with electric field24 (that is 

high in SPADs). Tunneling is practically not present in CAIs with usual electric 

fields25, whereas in SPADs tunneling increases the DCR substantially26. Both 

tunneling and trap-assisted noise reduction in SPADs were demonstrated with 

additional techniques27,28.  

2.2.2.3 Clock induced charge noise 

The EMCCD technology introduces uncorrelated noise by charge transfer 

clocking. Carriers are generated close to the surface interface between Si and 

SiO2. This effect is usually found to be lower than 1% per transfer clock cycle29. 

In cases of electron multiplication, it can give rise to ionization enhanced clock 

induced charges. Clock induced charge noise is reduced when increasing the 

clock frequency. However, a faster clock frequency reduces the charge transfer 

efficiency and lowers the effective full well capacitance30.  
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2.2.2.4 Multiplication noise  

Multiplication noise is an EMCCD feature, due to variable gain in the 

multiplication. The multiplication noise factor γ asymptotically reaches 1.4 for 

high gain values31. This factor is then used to multiply all the noise contributions 

that are present before electron multiplication. Readout noise is added after 

electron multiplication. 

2.2.2.5 Readout noise 

Readout noise is due to shot, thermal, and 1/f noise of charge amplifiers and 

output amplifiers. If high bandwidth is needed, thermal noise from the source 

follower acting as the charge amplifier is the major readout noise source both 

in EMCCD and sCMOS21. A major difference in readout emerges due to 

architectural differences between EMCCD and sCMOS. EMCCD has a higher 

readout noise because of the serial readout that requires higher bandwidth, 

where all pixels share the same charge amplifier. Although EMCCDs have a 

higher readout noise, the electron multiplication can effectively reduce the 

readout noise by a factor of κ, the multiplication gain. sCMOS implements 

charge amplification within the pixel and column parallel readout, reducing the 

bandwidth and the readout noise. If the bandwidth can be reduced, the 

dominant readout noise source in sCMOS image sensors is the in-pixel source 

follower 1/f noise32, proportional to: 
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 , (2.4) 

where K is a process related parameter bound to 1/f noise, CP the parasitic 

capacitance at the source follower gate, W and L the source follower sizes, Cgse 

and Cgde the gate to drain/source capacitance per width, and Cox the gate oxide 

capacitance per area. The 1/f noise can be reduced by reducing the source 

follower size or increasing Cox. Boukhayma et al. used a thin oxide (to increase 

Cox) PMOS transistor to decrease 1/f noise32,33. PMOS was chosen due to a low K 

factor. This implementation led to an input referred readout noise lower than 

0.5 e-. 

However, per-pixel source followers (and column amplifiers) lead to a 

nonuniform distribution of readout noise over the array. Important to note is 

that the readout noise changes while changing the frame rate due to increased 

thermal noise bandwidth. A higher frame rate implies a higher readout noise.   
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SPADs do include similar noise sources, however they are irrelevant because 

the pulse amplitude is usually 10 000 higher than the readout noise (1 V with 

respect to around 100 μV). 

2.2.2.6 Afterpulsing and crosstalk 

Afterpulsing and crosstalk are secondary pulses or electrons that occur after 

photon carriers or noise generated carriers. Afterpulsing is practically not 

present in CAIs. SPADs have afterpulsing values below 10%34 and vary greatly 

depending on conditions such as dead time and excess bias. 

Crosstalk is the measure of secondary pulses from adjacent pixels, and can be 

divided into optical and electrical crosstalk. Electrical crosstalk occurs when 

secondary carriers diffuse to adjacent pixels. The lower the doping 

concentration, the higher the diffusion length and crosstalk probability. This 

effect can be enhanced in SPADs due to the large amount of avalanche-

generated carriers. Optical crosstalk occurs due to impact ionization based 

photon emission. Photons detected by adjacent pixels lead to optical crosstalk. 

Larger amounts of avalanche carriers increase the optical crosstalk probability.  

Afterpulsing and crosstalk can be measured by gathering information on inter-

arrival times between counts in the same pixel in the case of afterpulsing, and 

between counts of two adjacent pixels in the case of crosstalk14,35,36. If these 

inter-arrival times show a distribution different from a single-exponential, the 

sensor features either afterpulsing and/or crosstalk. Researchers also use 

pulsed lasers to evaluate avalanche probabilities in between two laser pulses 

that are not stemming from the laser37. 

Authors usually report crosstalk that occurs at higher incident angles, when 

photons cross the optical stack at one pixel but then generate a carrier at the 

adjacent pixel, or close to the adjacent pixel and then the carrier diffuses to the 

adjacent pixel38. Crosstalk is in this case not the result of secondary carriers; it 

reduces the primary signal of one pixel and increases it for the adjacent one. We 

do not regard this as true crosstalk. The final effect of this kind of crosstalk is 

degradation in space resolution. 

2.2.3 Timing 

In CMOS CAIs, timing is limited by the minimum accumulation time, usually 

between 1 and 10 μs39. CAI designers can implement additional time 

windowing. In one particular implementation, researchers used time 
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windowing of 125 ns with simulations showing pinned photodiode to pinned 

storage diode transfer in 0.18 ns40. They showed lifetime (of a first molecular 

excited state) extraction down to 2 ns. In burst mode (with less than 1000 

frames in total), CMOS CAIs reach more than 16 Mfps41, and project to be able 

to achieve up to 1 Gfps42. 

SPADs create fast rising pulses used as precise time references. The rising edge 

deviation in time is referred to as timing jitter. Full-width at half-maximum is 

used as a measure for the timing jitter. SPADs have a timing jitter ranging 

between 30 and 200 ps43–45.  

SPADs with larger active areas have a larger timing jitter due to a larger 

depletion volume. Deeper and wider depletion regions increase the electron 

carriers mixing time due to different absorption depth and thus the timing 

jitter22. Because of this effect, triggering the SPAD with lasers with a shorter 

wavelength generally decreases timing jitter. However, a wider depletion 

region reduces the depletion capacitance23 and thus requires less carriers to 

reach the timing threshold. This effect can counter effect the mixing effect. 

Ghioni et al. achieved a low timing jitter below 50 ps for a large area SPAD by 

using a low threshold at the SPAD output46. 

2.2.4 Count suppression in SPADs 

Let the SPAD be exposed to a photon count rate i and let it detect a count rate n, 

with n=PDE×i. If we include the effects of DCR and afterpulsing, 

n=(1+Pa)(PDE×i+DCR), where Pa is the afterpulsing probability. It is however 

not possible to measure the same count rate m (n≠m) exactly. If the SPAD 

creates a photon-carrier during an existing avalanche process or during the 

phase when the SPAD is biased below breakdown voltage, the generated 

photon-carrier is not detected. This time during which the SPAD cannot detect 

photons is called the dead time Tdead. Thus, m can be approximated as n only for 

low count rates. We should here note that this count suppression is tightly 

linked to the pile-up effect47,48. However, due to the fact that pile-up is majorly 

associated with timing measurements and the tendency to detect the first 

(fastest) photon within one laser clock, we used the term count suppression. 

Count suppression is in the context of this thesis evaluated in measurements 

using continuous light with Poisson distribution.  
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Figure 2.2. A SPAD with recharge logic. 

When n is comparable with 1/Tdead, then m will feature a nonlinear response to 

n. 

2.2.4.1 SPAD imagers with active event-driven recharge (architecture 

synchronous to the SPAD activity) 

Figure 2.3 shows the difference between synchronous event-driven and 

asynchronous clock recharge. If we recharge the SPAD synchronously with the 

detections, we implement the classical active event-driven recharge.   

Synchronous, 
event-driven 

Asynchronous, 
clock-driven 

 

Figure 2.3. Example of event-driven recharge and clock-driven recharge. 

The effect of the SPAD dead time with active event-driven recharge as a discrete 

diode sensor is well understood49.  Dead time affects the measured count rate 

m of a sensor, as described by the following equation: 

  
1 dead

n
m

nT



  (2.5) 
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The measured count rate m changes in SPAD imagers when there is no counter 

or accumulator implemented in each pixel. Another dead time is then present 

influencing the count rate m measured at the imager output. It is defined by the 

system dead time, i.e. the minimal readout time. In case of an event-driven 

readout architecture50: 
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  (2.6) 

This model is only applicable if each SPAD has its own readout path. If 

Treadout≫Tdead: 
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,  (2.7) 

using the annotation n as count rate detected by the SPAD. Eq. (2.7) was derived 

in the following way51: mim×Treadout is the fraction where no information of 

counts can be read out and n×mim×Treadout the total rate where no counting 

occurs. The difference between the detected rate and the measured rate is then 

n-mim = n×mim×Treadout. If there is a shared readout line and all pixels have the 

same detection rate n, the rate where no counting occurs is n×mim×Treadout×N, 

where N is the number of pixels sharing one readout line. This leads to a 

different response: 
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 (2.8) 

Eq. (2.8) was confirmed with simulation results. 

2.2.4.2 SPAD imagers with passive recharge 

If we turn off the recharge logic of Figure 2.2 and use VQ to bias the transistor 

around the threshold voltage, we obtain a synchronous passive recharge. After 

avalanche quenching, the excess bias voltage VE (above the breakdown voltage 

VBD) is gradually increased. A change in VE implies a change in PDP. Thus, the 

PDP is very low at the start of recharge and recovers to a static value after Tdead. 

Although with low probability, the SPAD can fire right at the start of recharge, 

prolonging the effective dead time. It increases the effective dead time by a 

factor of e and yields a paralyzable response49. The measured count rate is 

then49: 
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   (2.9) 

 

2.2.4.3 SPAD imagers with clock recharge (architecture asynchronous 

to the SPAD activity) 

SPADs can also be recharged asynchronously (clock based) with respect to the 

detections. In SPAD imagers, if the readout windows (or frames windows) are 

not synchronized with time-of-arrival of photons, the response curve will not 

follow (2.7). This is the case in most classical readout architectures, where all 

pixels are read out periodically (clock-driven architecture). However, Treadout of 

a event-driven readout is usually shorter than Treadout of a classical, clock-driven 

readout mechanism. Event-driven readout is also used in applications where n 

is different for each pixel, and most of the pixels have n≈0 in one Treadout. 

In clock-driven architectures, imagers have an “exponential” (1-e-x) response to 

light. This response can also be mathematically derived from the Poisson 

probability density function. It follows that the probability of detecting one or 

more photons in a pixel is p1(counts=1,2,…,∞)=1 – e-λ, where λ is the expected 

number of counts, or detected photons, per pixel. If we have a detected count 

rate n in counts per second, then n would be λ within one second. Due to the 

imager architecture of SwissSPAD, we are interested here in the probability of 

detecting one or more photons per pixel, in one dead time Tdead or one readout 

time Treadout (frame time). This probability would then be defined as: 

 ( 1,2,..., ) 1 readoutnT

framep counts e


      (2.10) 

The estimated measured count rate becomes: 
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   (2.11) 

where m is the measured count rate in cps at the output of our SPAD imager. 

Solving (2.11) with respect to n, we obtain: 

   ln(1 ) /readout readoutE n mT T     (2.12) 

Eq. (2.12) shows the correction formula estimating n if only m is available. This 

correction becomes very important in super-resolution microscopy, for 

instance, where the response linearity influences the precision of the 

estimation of the point spread function (PSF). The exponential count loss was 
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indeed observed experimentally14. This signal response is similar to one 

observed by Sbaiz et al.52 and Fossum in the quanta image sensor (QIS) 

approach18, where more small binary pixels were used to build a larger virtual 

pixel with higher dynamic range. Figure 2.4 shows the response curves for the 

three different recharge cases. Note that the curves start to diverge from a 

linear response at around 10-20% of 1/Tdead. 

 

Figure 2.4. Modeled response curves for active event-driven (black), passive (red) 
and clock recharge (blue) with Tdead=50 ns, compared to a linear response that 
saturates at 20 Mcps. 

2.2.4.4 Shot noise change due to count suppression 

The SPAD saturates at a photon detection rate higher than 1/Tdead or 1/Treadout 

because of count suppression. Due to count suppression, the measured count 

number mi=m×t, where t is the integration time, has a lower shot noise. The 

variance for active event-driven recharge is53: 
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where n×t=ni, the detected count number. 

 The variance for passive recharge is53: 
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For the clock based recharge, the variance is given by the binominal 

distribution18: 
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Figure 2.5. Modeled standard deviation of the measured count number σmi due to 
shot noise and count suppression, Tdead=50 ns and t=12.8 μs. Green shows the 
reference, i.e. standard deviation due to shot noise. Circles indicate simulated data. 

Figure 2.5 shows σmi of the three different recharge mechanisms. σmi is a 

meaningless noise figure. The detection referred variance σni2 is the relevant 

noise figure, and it can be derived as: 
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  (2.16) 

Figure 2.6 shows the increase of noise due to count suppression in SPAD 

detectors. Passive quenching has the largest noise increase with respect to the 

shot noise figure (green). Clock based recharge increases the noise before the 

1/Tdead (20 Mcps) region less than the active event-driven recharge, but 

increases more at high detection rates. 
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Figure 2.6. Modeled standard deviation of the detected count number σni due to shot 
noise and count suppression, Tdead=50 ns and t=12.8 μs. Green shows the reference, 
i.e. standard deviation due to shot noise. Circles indicate simulated data. 

2.2.5 Signal-to-noise ratio over dynamic range 

SNR changes over different incident photon fluxes. A theoretical maximum SNR 

is governed by shot noise, i.e. SNRmax=ni/√ni=√ni, where ni is the number of 

detected photons during integration time t. Each of the imager technologies will 

have additional noise. For EMCCD, the SNR is going to be54: 
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where ni is the number of detected photons, t the integration time, γ the 

multiplication noise factor, σ2dark the dark count number during integration 

time, σCIC the clock induced charge noise and σread the readout noise, usually 

given in e- rms. κ is the electron multiplication gain. As it can be seen, EMCCD 

minimizes the readout noise while it suffers from multiplication noise. EMCCD 

is thus regarded to have a SNR advantage for low light imaging, where readout 

noise highly contributes to lowering SNR. sCMOS does have a higher effective 

readout noise, but doesn’t suffer from multiplication noise. sCMOS SNR is: 
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At high ni, with shot noise dominated SNR, sCMOS has a higher SNR compared 

to EMCCD. SPADs have an advantage both for low and high light imaging 

because of the absence of readout and multiplication noise. However, relatively 

high DCR limits the SNR at low light imaging, while count suppression limits it 

at high light imaging. Due to count suppression, the SNR reduces when detected 

count rate n is comparable to 1/Tdead. The detection referred SNR is: 
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A more detailed explanation of the count suppression phenomena is given in 

section 2.2.4. Figure 2.7 compares the SNR of the three imagers at different 

integration times. It is clear that EMCCD has a higher SNR (compared to sCMOS) 

at low number of detected photons due to a lower effective readout noise (1.3 

e- for sCMOS55). SNR for EMCCD and sCMOS is plotted up to the full well 

capacity, that is typically 180 000 and 30 000 electrons for EMCCD and sCMOS, 

respectively55,56. For SPAD, we used a DCR of 100 cps and a dead time of 100 ns. 

DCR degrades the SNR at longer integration times (33 ms) at the start of the 

dynamic range. The count suppression, on the other side, degrades the SNR at 

shorter integration times (1 ms) at the end of the dynamic range. Figure 2.7d 

shows the SNR comparison with respect to the incident number of photons. We 

used a QE of 100% and 70% for EMCCD and sCMOS, respectively. The SPAD SNR 

is plotter for a 40% PDE. The lower overall sensitivity translates the SNR curve 

horizontally towards the right, decreasing the SNR. Fill factor and the temporal 

aperture ratio particularly affect SPAD imagers and cause major design 

challenges.  
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        (a)    (b) 

  

          (c)  (d) 

Figure 2.7. SNR for the three imagers; EMCCD (blue), sCMOS (black) and SPAD (red). 
SNR for (a) 33, (b) 10 and (c) 1 ms integration time. (d) Shows the SNR with respect 
to the incident number of photons, including the differences in sensor sensitivity. 
Reducing the dead time to 10 ns (1 ms integration time) increases the SPAD SNR at 
high illumination. 

It is important to mention that the CAI dynamic range is independent on the 

integration time, limited by the readout noise (constant over integration) at the 

minimum signal and by the full well capacity at the maximum signal: 

 
full well capacity
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read

DR


   (2.20) 

If σread is lower than 1 e-, the minimum signal is still going to be limited by 1 e-. 

We will nevertheless use (2.20) as figure for DR. 

The SPAD has integration time dependent dynamic range, limited by the DCR at 

the minimum and the maximum count rate at the maximum signal. We should 

however note that although the maximum measured count rate m is 1/Tdead, the 

related maximum detected count rate n is extended at the cost of a lower SNR. 
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Figure 2.7c shows a SNR (n related) for an integration time t=1 ms. One could 

expect a maximum count number of t/Tdead=1 ms/100 ns=104. This holds for mi, 

while ni is extended further. For SPAD, the dynamic range is given by: 
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,  (2.21) 

where F is the extension factor due to count suppression in SPADs. F should be 

chosen such that the SNR is still acceptable up to Ft/Tdead. Note that F is here the 

correction factor depending on the recharge mechanism used, usually ranging 

between 0.4 (passive recharge) and 75 (active event-driven recharge with 

corrections). Please see the following subsection for details. Dynamic range can 

be also limited by the period of the 1-bit memory reset signal, denoted as Treadout. 

Note that the minimum count number nmin=√(tDCR). SNR is under this 

condition: 
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,  (2.22) 

or 0 dB (SNR is in imaging taken with 20log10). If tDCR is lower than 1, we should 

replace (2.21) with: 

 /SPAD deadDR F t T    (2.23) 

In addition to this discussion, we should distinguish between the intrinsic and 

extrinsic dynamic range limitation. The intrinsic dynamic range is discussed in 

the previous paragraph (limited by the readout noise, full well capacity; DCR 

and maximum count rate n). The extrinsic dynamic range is, on the other hand, 

limited by the ADC in CAI, and by the counter in SPADs. The ADC usually has a 

16 bit resolution and can further limit the CAI dynamic range or worsen the SNR 

due to quantization. 

Also, the full dynamic range using multiple exposures (sometimes referred to 

as optical dynamic range) is different for CAI and SPAD. The maximum photon 

count rate for CAI is: 

 max, minfull well capacity/CAIn t   (2.24) 
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The full well capacity is usually between 104 and 105, and tmin (minimum 

integration time) between 1 μs and 10 ms. For SPAD, the maximum photon 

count rate is given with: 

 max, /SPAD deadn F T   (2.25) 

Tdead is generally in the range between 10 and 100 ns. 

2.2.5.1 High dynamic range imaging 

High dynamic range (HDR) imaging enables to image a scene with both very 

dark and very bright details. True HDR imagers measure a scene during one 

integration period and achieve HDR due to very large full well capacity and high 

number of bits in the used ADCs, without compromising the SNR. The imaging 

community also implements HDR by binning multiple frames with different 

integration times, but trades the SNR in this case57,58. Fossum proposed the 

concept of QIS as a parallel development with pixel shrinking sizes and 

reduction of noise and full well capacity18,59. In QIS, the dynamic range is 

extended by a factor of 4.6 due to the same mechanism as the SPAD count 

suppression with clock based recharge (section 2.2.4.3). This comes with a cost 

of oversampling both in space and/or in time. If we assume a typical 16 bit ADC, 

QIS needs to use oversampling by 65 536. This could be achieved by 

oversampling 1024 times in time, and 8 by 8 oversampling in space. In addition 

to the single-photon readout noise requirement, oversampling enforces strong 

requirements for speed and/or pixel size. The benefit is the extension of the 

dynamic range with a lower SNR for ni>65 536 (detected counts). It should be 

noted that increasing the speed also increases the readout noise, and the 

oversampling counteracts against low readout noise. 

Researchers started to use SPAD imagers to implement QIS due to high speed 

and single-photon detection capabilities, measuring the QIS phenomena14,60,61. 

It is however not clear why clock based recharge is used, as opposed to active 

event-driven recharge that extends the dynamic range further with a higher 

SNR.  

Figure 2.8 shows the SPAD SNR with active event-drive, passive and clock based 

recharge. The reader can choose what should the SNR be compared to; it can be 

compared to an ideal imager with unlimited dynamic range (green circles) or 

to the SNR a linear imager reaches at saturation (green crosses), in this case 16. 

Tdead is here set to 50 ns and the accumulation time t to 12.8 μs. The maximum 
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measured count number mi is then 256 and the maximum SNR for a linear 

imager that saturates at 1/Tdead is 16. 

 

Figure 2.8. SNRni of the detected count number ni is for all recharge mechanisms 
comparable to the classical shot noise √ni up to 20 Mcps (10% of 1/Tdead). Due to 
count suppression, the SNR figures diverge significantly. It can be seen that the active 
event-driven recharge increases the dynamic range far more than the clock based 
recharge used in QIS. Tdead=50 ns and t=12.8 μs. Green shows the reference, i.e. shot 
noise limited SNR. 

Interestingly, the active event-driven recharge SNR is higher than the standard 

clock based QIS SNR for exposure count rates n higher than 1.8/Tdead (36 Mcps, 

see Figure 2.8), due to the fact that dni/dmi is very large for the clock based 

recharge at n>1.8/Tdead (m is increasing very little with n, see Figure 2.4). When 

compared to the maximum SNR of a linear sensor with ni=256, i.e. SNR=√ni, the 

active event-driven recharge approach enables additional 4 bits of dynamic 

range with a drop of SNR of -1.05 dB (n=16/Tdead=320 Mcps, Figure 2.8). The 

clock based SNR is -2.35 dB and -45.40 dB at n=1/Tdead and n=16/Tdead 

respectively. 

The dynamic range will eventually be defined by the application. We define 

three commonly used limits to the dynamic range. The first limit is set by n at 

which m loses 10% of n. One can also take n at which m saturates, i.e. 
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m=0.99/Tdead, like done in the QIS theory. However, we think that a quantitative 

SNR measure is a better criterion. We used a maximum SNR drop of -3 dB as 

acceptable. Table 1 gives theoretical values for F for different recharge 

mechanisms.  

Table 1. Theoretical F factors to estimate the maximum n, for different recharge 
mechanisms and criteria. Factors are provided as F/Tdead=nmax. Please note that 
(2.13) introduces a SNR dependent on t/Tdead, thus F (SNR decrease) for event-driven 
recharge is indicated for typical t/Tdead ratios (255 to 1023, as to reach 8 to 10 bit 
image depth). 

Recharge 

mechanism 

10% 

nonlinearity
a
 

Response 

saturation
b
 

SNR 

decrease
c
 

Passive 0.105/Tdead 0.864/Tdead
d
 0.39/Tdead 

e
 

Event-driven 0.111/Tdead 99/Tdead  
36/Tdead to 

75/Tdead 
f
 

Clock 0.214/Tdead 4.605/Tdead 2.842/Tdead 

an at which m=0.9n 
bn at which m=0.99/Tdead 

cn at which SNRni drops by 3dB compared to √(t/Tdead) 
dn at peak m=1/eTdead, since passive recharge never reaches 0.99/Tdead  
en at peak SNRni, since passive recharge never reaches √(t/Tdead/2)  
ffor t from 255×Tdead to 1023×Tdead, to yield an 8- to 10-bit image 

2.2.6 Maximum frame rates 

We consider the maximum frame rates in continuous mode and will exclude the 

frame rate in burst mode62 or event-driven readout in SPADs63. In burst mode, 

it is possible to integrate the signal with a high rate, and read out at a later stage 

with a low rate. In this way, readout can be very slow as to lower the noise. In 

CAI continuous readout, there is a tradeoff between the speed and the noise. 

Higher speed requires a higher bandwidth and increases the noise.  

In EMCCDs, the maximum frame rate is defined as64: 
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, (2.26) 

where h is the row number, w the column number, τADC the ADC conversion 

time, b the number of bits, p the number of I/O pins and τIO the I/O clock period. 

If we however include a memory element after the ADC, the equation reduces 

to: 
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where fADC is the ADC sample rate. sCMOS usually has a column parallel readout 

and thus: 
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In SPAD imagers, this equation reduces to: 
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  (2.29) 

High speed CAI increases the sensor readout noise33 and reduces the dynamic 

range (or increases quantization noise) due to tradeoff between sample rate 

and number of bits in the ADC65. For example, while increasing fADC in an EMCCD 

from 1 MHz to 10 MHz, the readout noise increases56 from 21 to 49 e-. CAIs have 

a fundamental tradeoff between frame rate and total readout noise. 

2.2.7 Nonuniformity sources 

Serial readout in EMCCDs mitigates the readout noise nonuniformity. sCMOS 

include charge pixel and column amplifiers, and ADCs. The pixel and column 

based electronics increase the nonuniformity66. The nonuniformity can be 

reduced by correlated double-sampling (CDS)67. 

In SPADs, dark noise nonuniformity is emphasized due to higher electric fields. 

In addition to dark noise, afterpulsing is also highly dependent on traps 

randomly distributed over the array. However, if the afterpulsing is on average 

low, it will not have a significant effect on nonuniformity14.  The photon 

response nonuniformity (PRNU) is manly caused by the breakdown 

nonuniformity that translates into PDP nonuniformity. Breakdown voltage 

standard deviation is in modern CMOS processes usually below 100 mV. Due to 

PDP saturation at higher operating voltages, the breakdown voltage deviation 

causes PDP nonuniformity below 2%14.   
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2.3 SPAD evolution from single SPAD to imagers 

SPADs have been implemented before the 1980s68–71 in custom made processes 

and have emerged as one of the main single point detectors in confocal 

microscopy, optical range finding, proximity sensors and quantum 

cryptography. With the use of CMOS, SPADs increased integration capability 

enabling SPAD arrays72. SPADs are now implemented with down to 65 nm 

CMOS technology73.  

Single SPAD sensors are implemented either in custom or in standard CMOS 

processes. Most of the commercially available single SPAD sensors are built in 

a custom process and exhibit a higher PDP34. However, they have limited 

reproducibility and integration capability, both in the number of SPAD pixels 

and in the functionality on chip. A PDP comparison between custom and CMOS 

SPADs can be found in Figure 2.9.  

 
Figure 2.9. State-of-the-art SPAD PDP comparison. 

CMOS SPADs can either be designed in substrate isolated or substrate shared 

mode. Substrate shared SPADs usually have a deeper n-well to p-substrate 

junction acting as the detection area, and are thus more sensitive to longer 

wavelengths74. However, the SPAD anode has either a small or no potential 

barrier to p-substrate, which is shared with surrounding SPADs and 

electronics; this construction may have a negative effect on DCR, afterpulsing, 

and crosstalk. Substrate isolated SPADs are the best candidates to build SPAD 
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arrays; they require additional design care to extend the spectral responsivity 

towards the red, since the detection area is usually formed at a shallow p+ to n-

well junction. This is why most of the current CMOS SPADs have a peak PDP at 

around 450 nm. A PDP comparison between substrate shared and isolated 

SPADs can be found in Veerappan, 201445 (Figure 14). 

CMOS SPADs’ most important specifications are DCR, PDP, timing jitter, 

afterpulsing and dead time (see section 2.2). Typically, DCR ranges from 10-1 to 

104 counts per second per micrometer square at room temperature34,44. Peak 

PDP is comprised between 20% and 50%, with high diversity in spectral 

responsivity44. Timing jitter is around 100 ps. Afterpulsing with active recharge 

is usually below 10% with Tdead between 20 and 100 ns34.     

2.3.1 Types of SPAD imagers 

Large 2D SPAD arrays are predominantly implemented with substrate isolated 

SPADs (currently up to 340×240 and 512×512 pixels)60,75. Pulses generated by 

SPADs can be counted in a digital or analog counter. They can be also used as 

time-resolved signals for time-to-digital converters (TDCs). Digital counters 

and TDCs are built at pixel76 or column level77. When analog counters are used, 

the corresponding voltage is digitized by analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). 

2.3.1.1 Counting based SPAD imagers 

Counting based SPAD imagers output photon count based frames. The pixels 

usually also include time gating as short as 700 ps78, but do not output time-

explicit time-stamps. Time-gated arrays throw away photons outside the gate 

in case only one gate is implemented. The benefit is photon counting ability and 

potentially very high speed. 

Counting imagers can have digital or analog counters. 1-bit digital counters 

have been firstly used to maximize the fill factor, and accumulation of bits is 

done in the FPGA13. This enables a continuous frame rate mainly limited by the 

I/O and FPGA speed (see section 2.2.6). Analog counters are, as well, used to 

maximize fill factor, and increase the full well capacity while keeping single 

photon capability. However, these imagers require ADCs that decrease the 

frame rate. 

Imagers with multi-bit digital counters have been lately implemented with 3D 

stacking technology, and enable fill factor of 45%73. The chip output data rate is 

reduced by in-pixel accumulation. For example, a 512×512 pixel array with 
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10 μs SPAD recharge/reset period and 12-bit counter reduces the data rate 

from 512×512/10 μs=26 Gbps to 512×512×12/([212-1]×10 μs)=77 Mbps, 

while keeping the same maximum measurable count rate. Of course, one could 

reduce the recharge period in the multi-bit counter to have a higher frame rate 

and higher maximum count rate. These imagers could also have a variable 

counter bit width, as to cover both higher speed imaging (at lower number of 

bits) and high dynamic range imaging (at higher number of bits with lower 

frame rate).  

2.3.1.2 TDC based SPAD imagers 

TDC based SPAD imagers output explicit timing data, where the counting space-

resolved information is less important. The data generation is increased due to 

the timing information. Each count carries a timestamp with the number of bits 

related to the TDC resolution. The data stream is related to the laser clock, and 

the activity can be controlled by changing the laser intensity.  

TDCs were implemented both per pixel or column level. Per pixel TDCs are 

known to reduce the fill factor, typically below 5%79,80. Column level TDCs 

increase the fill factor (28% in an implementation by Lindner et al.81), but 

increasing routing complexity. Pulse collisions can occur if a shared bus is 

used81, thus techniques must be devised to suppress or at least to detect these 

collisions. 

2.3.2 SwissSPAD - a 512x128 time-gated SPAD image sensor 

SwissSPAD is a 512×128 counting based SPAD imager with 1-bit in-pixel 

memory, fabricated in a high-voltage CMOS process13. Figure 2.10 shows the 

block diagram and pixel circuit. The pixel circuit can be divided in three sections 

– the photo-sensor, a 1-bit memory, and the readout. The first section includes 

the SPAD and passive quenching. A bias voltage VOP is applied to the cathode of 

the SPAD reaching the Geiger mode of operation at |VBD|+VE, where VE is the 

excess bias voltage. In this architecture, the access to the memory can be time-

limited by using a time gate (T4), which enables photosensitive windows as 

short as 4 ns with a skew better than 150 ps across the entire array13. The 

photosensitive window is determined by the recharge (T2) to gate (T4) falling 

edge time points. The corresponding gate rise time, fall time, and gate duration 

distributions have also been fully characterized over the array13, featuring 

values of 20 ps, 101.3 ps and 314.8 ps FWHM, respectively. A 1-bit memory (T5-

8) is used to hold the photon hit information, which is subsequently read out 

using row select transistor T11. 
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Figure 2.10. SwissSPAD block diagram with pixel circuit. Readout is performed in a 
rolling shutter manner. T12 is used for passive quenching, T1 and T2 for switching 
the SPAD on and off. T4 is used for global gating in time-resolved applications. T7 
and T8 form a memory loaded by T5 and T6. T9 is a reset transistor recharging the 
memory output at the end of each readout of the row. T11 is used to select the specific 
array row and transfer the memory value to the output line. 

The timing sequence of readout is shown in Figure 2.11. RS shows the gate 

signal at T9, while OE shows the gate signal at the select transistor T11. 

 

Figure 2.11. Timing diagram of the readout. Courtesy of Samuel Burri. 
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Readout takes place in rolling shutter mode with a 6.4 μs frame period. The 

1-bit information is sent to a data acquisition board based on a field 

programmable gate array (FPGA), where multiple bits can be accumulated so 

as to acquire gray level images. Figure 2.12 shows the chip micrograph. 

 
Figure 2.12. The SwissSPAD 65k pixel array surrounded by logic for row selection, 
gating, voltage distribution and readout. The pixel pitch is 24 μm and the logic is 
designed in a 0.35 μm CMOS technology. The native fill-factor (i.e. without 
microlenses) is 5%. Courtesy of Samuel Burri. 

Figure 2.13 shows a physical appearance of the SPAD camera. 

 
Figure 2.13. Physical appearance of the camera based on SwissSPAD; a 
daughterboard hosting the chip is electrically connected to a motherboard hosting 
two Xilinx-IV that process the raw frames generated by the chip and format them to 
send them through a USB2 link. 

2.3.2.1 Photon detection probability 

The PDP curve has a peak at 450 nm due to the shallow p+ to n well junction, 

with a PDP>5% between 400 and 700 nm.  
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Figure 2.14. PDP spectra at different excess bias VE. 

SPADs are biased at a constant VOP. As mentioned earlier, VBD nonuniformity, 

mainly caused by photodetector area/doping differences, will directly lead to 

VE and PDP nonuniformity. Higher VE causes higher PDP. The distribution of the 

breakdown voltage and the Gaussian fit using the excess count rate (ECR) 

method20 are presented in Figure 2.15. In this method, the ECR is measured 

under constant illumination over different VOP. VOP is used at higher voltages to 

generate pulses above Vth, the threshold voltage of transistor T3. The ECR 

versus VOP curve can be interpolated to determine the VOP value at which ECR=0. 

We measured an average VBD value of 19.53V with a very low standard deviation 

of 0.067 V. A variation of 67 mV in VBD will cause a relative count change of less 

than 1.8% (decreasing when using higher VOP). Because the uncertainties of VBD 

and Vth contribute to the measured uncertainty, we expect the relative count 

change to be even lower. 

 

Figure 2.15. SwissSPAD breakdown voltage distribution at 25 ̊C. Breakdown voltage 
differences cause most of the PDP nonuniformity in SPAD imagers. However, in 
SwissSPAD they are negligible. 
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2.3.2.2 Noise 

The DCR distribution over an array (Figure 2.16) can in general be modeled 

with a normal distribution. High DCR pixels (hot pixels or screamers) however, 

do generally fall outside the Gaussian curve profile. Thus, the actual DCR 

distribution is slightly right-skewed due to hot pixels. When parameterizing it 

with a gamma distribution, skew decreases for a chip operating at lower 

temperatures. The skew factor is defined as 2/√k, k being the shape factor of 

the gamma distribution; it ranges from 0.46 at 40 ˚C to 0.3 at -10 ˚C. Smaller 

SPAD structures yield a narrower DCR distribution over the array82. 

 

Figure 2.16. SwissSPAD DCR distribution at 40 ̊C, and VOP=23. The color map shows 
DCR in cps per pixel. The Gaussian distribution is lightly right-skewed with an 
average of 1169 cps and a median of 302 cps. The average is highly dominated by 
hot pixels. 

The DCR map of the chip was measured in a temperature controlled chamber 

at VOP=23 V. The single bit frame outputs were accumulated for 255 cycles, so 

as to achieve a total exposure of 255×6.4 µs = 1.632 ms, resulting in 8-bit pixel 

counting resolution. 1000 images were taken at temperatures over the range [-

10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40] ˚C. Figure 2.17 shows DCR histograms at different 

temperatures. Similar DCR histograms were presented by Niclass et al. for a 

0.35 μm CMOS chip83. The dark signal nonuniformity (DSNU, defined as DCR 

standard deviation divided by the DCR mean, σ/μ) is here >30% if hot pixels 

are excluded. If hot pixels are included, the DSNU rises above 1 000 %. 
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Figure 2.17. SwissSPAD DCR histograms at different temperatures. The median DCR 
decreases and the distribution becomes narrower and less skewed. 

The average DCR, dominated by hot pixels, decreases rapidly with temperature 

decrease (Figure 2.18), which indicates that hot pixels are trap-assisted (both 

thermal generation and trap-assisted tunneling)20. 

 

Figure 2.18. SwissSPAD measured DCR over temperature. The crossing of the dashed 
and dotted line indicates the cut-off temperature, at which band-to-band-tunneling 
DCR becomes dominant over trap-assisted DCR. However, the average, dominated by 
hot pixels, indicates that hot pixels are trap assisted and that the number of hot pixels 
can be reduced with a temperature decrease. 

SPAD imagers benefit if temperature control is implemented. It eases image 

correction and lowers the number of hot pixels. A good operating point is the 

cut-off temperature where the dashed and dotted lines from Figure 2.18 cross 

over. The DCR at temperatures lower than the cut-off temperature will not 

change drastically, since band-to-band tunneling becomes the dominant DCR 

mechanism. 
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While the chip approaches thermal equilibrium, the DCR increases to stabilize 

after a certain time (Figure 2.19). Cooling lowers this equilibrium point and 

stabilizes the DCR faster, in addition to lowering it. 
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Figure 2.19. SwissSPAD normalized average DCR over time at room temperature (a) 
without cooling and (b) with air cooling, and 23 VOP. Lower DCR increase and faster 
stabilization can be achieved with cooling. (c) DCR at 0 ̊C shows negligible heating 
effects on DCR when operating at lower temperatures. 

Figure 2.20 shows inter-arrival time histograms. Afterpulsing and crosstalk are 

measured under constant illumination of 2 kcps in a temperature controlled 

chamber, and are found to be lower than 0.3%, too low to introduce 

nonuniformity. Low afterpulsing is a consequence of the long frame time of 

6.4 μs. 
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Figure 2.20. (a) SwissSPAD afterpulsing and (b) crosstalk histograms, for a 
representative pixel (inter-arrival times vs. number of occurrences). (a) The integral 
of the excess of the exponential fit from the dead time (which is the 6.4 μs frame time) 
to infinity represents the afterpulsing probability. Afterpulsing generally appears at 
short inter-arrival times. (b) Crosstalk is also measured using inter-arrival times, but 
between two adjacent pixels. Note that the integral starts at zero in this case, since 
there is no dead time between pixels, in principle. Both distributions fit very well an 
exponential, implying negligible nonuniformity due to either afterpulsing or 
crosstalk. 

2.3.2.3 Count suppression 

The count suppression (section 2.2.4) was experimentally observed with 
SwissSPAD. For the SPAD imager response measurement, a DC white light 
adjustable lamp, monochromator, integrating sphere and reference diode were 
used to generate a uniform light distribution across the sensor. n is calculated 
using the reference photodiode. The measured count rate m response following 
(2.11) is shown in Figure 2.21. It widens the dynamic range18 by 4.6. 
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Figure 2.21. SwissSPAD signal response for the useful dynamic range of SwissSPAD 
with clock-driven readout architecture. The clock-driven readout signal response is 
modeled with (2.11). 

Count suppression shot noise changes were observed as expected (see section 

2.2.4.4). σmi and σni are shown in Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23. Blue circles show 

measured data, higher than expected by modeling due to thermal related 

changes in count number (see section 2.3.2.2).  

 

Figure 2.22. Measured count number mi related shot noise σmi decreases while n is 
approaching 165 kcps, i.e. 1/Treadout=1/Tdead. The green curve is the classical shot 
noise of √ni. The blue curve is modeled with (2.15), circles indicated measured data.  
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Figure 2.23. Detected count number ni related shot noise σni increases while n is 
approaching 165 kcps, i.e. 1/Treadout=1/Tdead. The green curve is the classical shot 
noise of √ni. The blue curve is modeled with (2.16), circles indicate measured data. 

2.3.2.4 Count suppression, PDE and DCR correction 

The PDE and DCR corrections are dependent on the temperature and excess 

bias voltage. An example of different responses is shown in Figure 2.24. The 

photon flux i is converted into the detected count rate n=PDE×i+DCR. The 

calibration shown here is performed for a VOP of 22 V at room temperature, 

corresponding to an excess bias voltage VE of 2.5 V. The same experimental 

setup from the last section was used. Single bit frames were accumulated for 

255 cycles, corresponding to an integration duration t of 1.632 ms and 8-bit 

frames. To minimize shot noise, an average image over 1000 8-bit frames under 

constant illumination was used for the calculation.  
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Figure 2.24. Example of different responses. Detected count rate n is shown against 
incident photon flux i. 

m is firstly corrected for count suppression with (2.12). We then corrected it for 

the DCR offset and PDE around the normalized average value. Note the 

difference between the impinging photon flux i, the detected count rate n and 

the measured count rate m. The final correction for m is given by: 

 
 ln(1 ) / DCR

PDE

readout readout

corr

n

m T T
m

   
 ,  (2.30) 

where each pixel has its own PDEn(normalized around the average PDE), DCR 

and m values. 

The linearity L, displayed in Figure 2.25, is defined as: 

 
1

2

1
A

L
A

    (2.31) 

where A1 is the area between the (PDE and DCR) corrected measured count rate 

mcorr and a linear response, i.e. corrm linear  and A2 the area between the linear 

response and the x axis, i.e. linear . The curves are integrated from n=0 to 

230 kcps. 
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)  
Figure 2.25. SwissSPAD mcorr for pixels with different DCR as a function of detected 
count rate n measured at a reference diode. mcorr is extended over 
1/Treadout=156 kcps, increasing the dynamic range. VOP=22 V and λ=600 nm. Pixels 
were corrected for count loss, gain (PDE), and offset (DCR) differences. Plots showing 
(a) pixels with low DCR, (b) pixels with high DCR, and (c) pixels with very high DCR 
(screamers). (d) Shows linearity defined with (2.31) as a function of DCR. 

Most of the pixels can actually still be used since only a few of them reach high 

count suppression due to DCR. In numbers, there are 1.8% noisy pixels with 

more than 6127 cps DCR that can be used (if the signal intensity is high enough 

to be observable in the time variability of DCR) by correcting for PDE 

differences and DCR. The 6127 cps figure is used as a corner DCR of a 

cumulative DCR graph, where DCR starts to increase rapidly (see Figure 2b in 

the paper by Burri et al.13). Only 0.3% of all pixels, comprised within the 

aforementioned 1.8% fraction, are in the very high count suppression region 

(m~1/Treadout). Those pixels will respond to light insignificantly and nonlinearly 

even after recovering the count suppression. They need to be replaced, e.g. by 

the average of adjacent pixels. An example of the correction is given in Figure 

2.26. 
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(a) (b)
 

Figure 2.26. (a) Corrected array response compared to a (b) raw response. 

2.3.2.5 Fill factor increase 

SwissSPAD native fill factor is 5%. Low fill factor can be partially recovered in 

SPAD imagers by using microlenses13,84–86. Microlenses are miniature lenses 

placed on each pixel to concentrate light onto the sensitive area, so as to 

increase the overall PDE. Figure 2.27 shows a SEM scan and micrograph of 

microlenses deposited on chip.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.27. (a) SEM scan of the microlens array deposited on the sensor. (b) Optical 
micrograph of the microlens array. 

The curvature and height of microlenses with respect to the sensitive layers are 

usually optimized for a range of f-numbers at the image plane, i.e. for a degree 

of collimation of light impinging. The f-number is defined as f2/2r, where f2 is 

the focal length of the imaging lens and r is the aperture radius (or lens radius). 

The numerical aperture NA=r/f2 is often used interchangeably. In our 

experiments, we repeated the characterization conducted by Mata Pavia et al.86. 

We firstly used a USAF pattern as target to verify the focus accuracy of the setup, 

schematically shown in Figure 2.28. The object plane was then replaced with a 

white target to give uniform light distribution over the whole sensor. While 

maintaining the original light source, the objective setup was changed to 

increase the f-number (decrease the aperture stop) and the light intensity was 

recorded. The maximum incident angle is in the example in Figure 2.28 shown 

to decrease from α to β, eliminating high angles not supported by the microlens. 

Knowing the relative change in light intensity, i.e. proportional to r2π, we 
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estimate the change in the microlens effectiveness. Note that Figure 2.28 shows 

a telecentric lens system. If non-telecentric objectives are used, auxiliary pixels 

will feature a central ray that is not parallel to the optical axis and reduce 

microlens effectiveness. 

Object plane Image planeAperture

f2f2f1f1

Object plane Image planeAperture

f2f2f1f1

α

β

r

r

 

Figure 2.28. A 2-lens telecentric system showing the microlens concentration factor 
measurements. The aperture was narrowed to reduce the maximum image plane 
incident angle and increase microlens effectiveness.  

As the level of collimation increases, the concentration becomes more efficient 

(see Figure 2.29). Results of the concentration factor (CF) are presented in 

Figure 2.29 and show an improvement compared to results by Burri et al.13. The 

average heights are given by the manufacturer. The simulation/measurement 

difference for 37 μm height microlenses is probably due to a different height of 

the central microlenses, closer to 45 μm. This improvement was achieved by 

optimizing the microlenses height. Since this relative measurement method 

compares the CFs at different f-numbers with the CF at f/1.8, the reference CF 

at f/1.8 was calculated using the same simulator used in86. 
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Figure 2.29. Average SwissSPAD concentration factor over different f-numbers for a 
central 20×20 pixel region for chip#1 with 37 μm microlenses height and chip#3 
with 49 μm microlenses height. 

When increasing the f-number of the optical system, the light becomes more 

collimated and the microlenses more effective, but less uniform, mainly due to 

the telecentric error86, as shown in Figure 2.30. Height variations and 

misalignments become more critical at higher f-numbers. 

 

Figure 2.30. Shows the CF distribution for SwissSPAD chip#1 at f/2.8, CF at f/4 and 
CF at f/8. 

The most critical manufacturing step is the alignment of the microlenses with 

respect to the detector array. Chip surface nonplanarities do also affect the 

height uniformity of the microlenses. Microlense height measurements for 

three different chips show typical intra-chip nonuniformities of 37.4 +/− 1.8 μm 

for chip#1, 49 +/− 2.1 μm for chip#2 and 51.6 +/− 8.4 μm for chip#3. The result 

is represented as an average with the maximum span. Heights were measured 

at six different points.  
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When the manufacturing microlenses height was set to an optimal height of 45 

μm, 14 different chips yielded an average height of 43.4 μm with 8.1 μm 

standard deviation, which would result in inter-chip CF changes of 2.4 at f/8, 

estimated using simulations. 

2.3.2.6 High speed imaging 

SwissSPAD lacks multi-bit digital counters within the chip. The data rate from 

the chip is thus given by 512×128/6.4 μs, and yields 10 Gbps spread over 128 

data pins. If the imager had multi-bit digital counters, it would decrease the data 

rate as discussed in section 2.3.1.1 and possibly increase the maximum frame 

rate. However, the data transfer bottleneck is the USB2/USB3, the link between 

the FPGA and PC. In practice, USB3 does not achieve 10 Gbps.  

To account for the data bottleneck, we implemented two solutions. The first 

includes a 1 GB DDR2 memory. The video is firstly stored in the memory and 

then read out at a lower speed. The memory then limits the video length. The 

second solution includes FPGA based counters. For example, a 2-bit counter 

reduces the data rate to 2×512×128/(3×6.4 μs)=6.8 Gbps. A 4-bit counter 

reduces it further to 2.7 Gbps and an 8-bit count to 321 Mbps. 

On the other hand, the frame rate is drastically reduced from 165 kfps (1-bit) 

to 613 fps (8-bit) due to the accumulation of SPAD counts on multi-bit digital 

counters, thereby losing time granularity. A tradeoff thus emerges between 

dynamic range and frame rate, as shown in Figure 2.31. The top picture shows 

either white or black pixels at a high frame rate of 165 kfps. The bottom picture 

distinguishes 65 536 grayscale values, but has a frame rate of 2.4 fps. 

With FPGA-based counters, the multi-bit frame rate is limited by the 1-bit frame 

rate. If we implement chip-based counters, changing the dynamic range 

(accumulate more 1-bit data from a SPAD with shorter dead time) wouldn’t 

have drastic changes in the frame rate. If we assume a limiting data bandwidth 

between the chip and FPGA, increasing the dynamic range from 1 bit to 8 bits 

would decrease the frame rate just by a factor of 8. 
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Figure 2.31. SwissSPAD imaging at different frame rates. Top image is a 165 kfps 1-
bit frame, bottom image is a 2.4 fps 16-bit frame. At a higher frame rate, one can 
observe the head of the sinus signal. The oscilloscope frequency is in this case lower 
than the frame rate. Courtesy of Samuel Burri. 

2.3.2.7 Intensity fluorescence 

We measured fluorescence intensity using a Leica SR GSD super resolution 

microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar), with SwissSPAD at one optical port. 

Figure 2.32 shows a widefield image of a cellular cluster magnified 10×. The 

microlens boosted PDE was here critical to enable high quality images. 

 
Figure 2.32. Widefield fluorescence imaging of BPEA cellular clusters labeled with 
MitoTracker Red CMX Ros, Alexa Fluor 488, and DAPI dyes (magnification = 10×). 
The dead column in the image is due to a false connection between the imager and 
the FPGA. 

Figure 2.33 reports fluorescence intensity images of samples stained with 

Safranin and Fast Green, having peak excitation wavelengths of 530 nm and 620 
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nm respectively. A wideband lamp was used as the excitation source. Filtering 

was used in two subsequent exposures of the same sample and software based 

recomposition was then applied. It should be noted that Figure 2.33 and a 

320×24060 array represent the state-of-the-art in SPAD image quality when 

compared with images taken with other recent SPAD imagers featuring lower 

resolution, uniformity and/or fill factor87–89. 

 
Figure 2.33. Composite fluorescence image of a thin slice of a plant root stained with 
a mixture of fluorescent dyes. The picture was obtained with two color filters 
centered at 530 and 640nm, respectively. The dead column in the image is due to a 
false connection between the imager and the FPGA.  

2.3.2.8 Fluorescence lifetime 

SwissSPAD uses time gating to extract lifetime information of a fluorophore 

first molecular excited state. A pulsed laser is used to excite a fluorescent 

molecule, a dye labeled to structure (a nucleus within a cell for example) or 

specific target molecules. While returning to the ground state, molecules emit a 

photon and the delay between the laser excitation and the emission is 

exponentially distributed. The distribution parameter, the lifetime τ, is 

molecule and environment specific. One can use a time-gated (or windowed) 

sensitivity and shift it with respect to the laser to extract the lifetime τ. Figure 

2.34 shows the measurement procedure. If the shift is performed forward in 

time, with steps in the order of 25 ps, up to the laser period. The maximum shift 

is limited by the SwissSPAD frame time. The output photon number will be a 

convolution between the time gate (top graph) and emission photon delay 

distribution (middle graph), where t is now the time shift defined by the gate 

(bottom graph). The user can decide whether to conduct a deconvolution or to 

use the falling edge of the convolution output to extract the lifetime. A steep 

rising edge of the time gate reconstructs a replica exponential function at the 

output falling edge. A sharper rising edge of the time gate thus increases the 

lifetime precision.  
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Figure 2.34. A time gate (top) can be shifted from t=0 to t=6.4 ns in steps of 25 ps. 
The output photon number (bottom) is then a convolution between the time gate 
(top) and the exponential distribution (middle). 

We demonstrated potential lifetime imaging in a lab setup using point 

detection. Indocyanine green (ICG) in milk with a concentration of 40 µM was 

excited using a 790 nm laser with 55 ps pulse width and 100 MHz repetition 

rate synchronized with the SwissSPAD gating. Fluorescence intensity from the 

excited spot was measured for 512 gate windows offset by a fraction of the 

repetition period (25 ps). Figure 2.35 shows lifetime extracted per pixel and 

normalized in intensity over the excited spot. The extracted lifetimes with 

μ=636 ps and σ=56 ps overestimate the 580 ps reference lifetime given in 

literature90. Homulle et al. showed91 how the accuracy of lifetime extraction 

from gated measurements can be improved through refinement of the 

modeling and simulation. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.35. FLIM results show extracted lifetimes distribution of 31x31 pixels 
compared to reference lifetime of 40µM ICG in milk (red). Figure (b) shows the 
comparison of intensity and lifetime per pixel. Courtesy of Samuel Burri. 
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2.4 State-of-the-art EMCCD, sCMOS and SPAD imagers 

In order to compare the SwissSPAD imager with microlenses and an EMCCD, 

we used the dual port Leica SR GSD microscope placing an Andor iXon3 897 BV 

EMCCD on one port and SwissSPAD on the other, as shown in Figure 2.36. 
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Figure 2.36. The measurement setup for comparison. 

The EMCCD camera comprises 512×512 pixels, with a pitch of 16 μm; it is 

cooled to -75 ̊C, while SwissSPAD operates at room temperature. The field of 

view that SwissSPAD is covering is about ¼ of that of the EMCCD. The field of 

view is extended due to differences in pixel size (16 µm versus 24 μm). 

We used BPAE cells labeled with MitoTracker Red CMX Ros, Alexa Fluor 488 

and DAPI dyes. SwissSPAD was used at VOP=24. The EMCCD raw intensity image 

was converted to a photon count image using countsD = (d − b) × gamp ∕gEM, where 

d is the digital intensity value, b the bias offset, gamp the preamp gain value and 

gEM the EM gain. Due to pixel size differences, 2×2 SPAD pixels and 3×3 EMCCD 

pixels were binned to obtain counts for the same area. MATLAB software was 

used to find the overlapping area of the two images and compare the intensities. 

The SwissSPAD to EMCCD intensity ratio in the region of interest was found to 

be 12% comparing counts per area. This ratio is a substantial improvement 

compared to the ratio measured without microlenses. The compared regions of 

interest and histograms are shown in Figure 2.37 and Figure 2.38. 
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Figure 2.37. Compared region of interest with binned pixels, so as to match the size. 
The EMCCD (a) and SwissSPAD (b) exposure times are 10 ms and 83.2 ms, 
respectively, to match the average number of collected photons. The lateral bar 
shows the number of collected photons per exposure.  

EMCCD ni [counts per 10 ms]

SwissSPAD ni [counts per 10 ms]

 

Figure 2.38. Histograms of compared region of interest with binned pixels. (a) 
EMCCD histogram, (b) SwissSPAD histogram. 

Figure 2.39 shows images of the same cell obtained with EMCCD (a) and 

SwissSPAD (b); the exposure times were 10ms and 73.4ms, respectively, to 

match the number of collected photons. The scale shows the number of 

collected photons per exposure. 
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 2.39. BPAE cell imaging. The cells were labeled with MitoTracker Red CMX 
Ros, Alexa Fluor 488, and DAPI dyes and imaged in a microscope using two ports 
matching the photon counts per pixel in each sensor. (a) shows the EMCCD and (b) 
the SwissSPAD images obtained with 10ms and 73.4ms exposure, respectively. The 
scales indicate photon counts per frame. 

SwissSPAD was corrected for hot pixels and count suppression. EMCCD seems 

to exhibit somewhat noisier images (Figure 2.38 and Figure 2.39), presumably 

due to multiplication noise and ADC nonlinearities. The noise is however very 

uniformly distributed over the array. SwissSPAD Figure 2.39 shows horizontal 

pattern that is assumed to originate from microlenses. The main SwissSPAD 

disadvantages remain the lower PDE and the number of hot pixels (not present 

on images due to corrections). 

Table 2 lists a comparison between commercial high-end EMCCD and sCMOS 

microscopy cameras, SwissSPAD and another SPAD used for super resolution 

microscopy92.  

Table 2. A comparison table between state-of-the-art commercial EMCCD and 
sCMOS, and two SPAD imagers with demonstrated application measurements17,92. 

Camera EMCCD56 
pco.edge 4.2 

sCMOS93 
SwissSPAD13,14 

QVGA SPAD 

analog pixel60 

Peak PDP > 90%a > 70% 30% 39.5% 

Fill factor 100% unknown 
Native 5%, 

effective 60% 
26.8% 

Pixel pitch 16 μm 6.5 μm 24 μm 8 μm 

Array size 512×512 2048 x 2048 512×128 320×240 

Max. frame rate 
100 fps, 512×512 

pixels, 14 bit 

100 fps (full 

chip), 853 fps 

(QVGA) 

156 kfps, 1 bit 16 kfps, 1 bit 

(b)
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Data rate 367 Mbps 6.7 Gbps 10.2 Gbps 1.22 Gbps 

Dynamic range 
30 000a,b, 

133 333c 
37 500 9 232d ~1 000e, 1 950d 

Readout noise < 1 e-c 1.3 e- N.A. 
<0.15 e- in analog 

mode 

Dark counts 
0.001 cps 

at -85°C 

0.08 e-/pixel/s at 

-15°C 

~200 cps at 

25 °C 
47 cps at 25 °C 

Afterpulsing N.A. N.A. <0.3% unknown 

Crosstalk unknown unknown <0.3% unknown 

PRNU unknown < 0.2 % <1.8%f unknown 

DSNU unknown <0.3 e- rms >30%g unknown 

Min. gating 

duration 
N.A. N.A. 4 ns unknown 

Gate skew N.A. N.A. <150 ps unknown 

Operating 

temperature 
-75 °C 5 °C 25 °C 25 °C 

aIn CAI imagers as full well capacity/readout noise 

bWithout multiplication 
cWith multiplication 
dIn 1-bit SPAD imagers 4.6t/Treadout/√(tDCR), 4.6 for the QIS extention18, t=33 ms, see 

(2.21) 
eDefined as for CAI (analog memory full well capacity/readout noise) 
fWithout corrections 
gwithout corrections and excluding hot pixels, defined as standard deviation divided by the 

mean DCR 

2.5 Conclusion 

The main challenges in SPAD array development remain the PDP, fill factor, 

noise nonuniformity and overall data rates. Pixel sizes can be expanded to 

increase fill factor, however DCR and DCR nonuniformity increase, since larger 

areas imply a larger probability that pixels will include silicon traps. The 

effective fill factor can be increased by depositing a microlens array on the SPAD 

sensor. We have shown an increase in effective fill factor by a factor of 12 (from 

5% native to 60% effective fill factor for the 512×128 pixel array SwissSPAD14), 
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applying extensive software tools to optimize microlenses for different light 

collimation levels86. We demonstrated a large format SPAD array for high speed, 

fluorescence intensity and lifetime measurement. Forthcoming 3D integration 

technologies will allow separated tiers for sensors and electronics94. In this 

way, complex electronics will be built without compromising the native pixel 

fill factor. SPADs will however always feature a sensitive area smaller than the 

pixel area due to a guard ring, usually 1 to 2 μm in width, which needs to be 

deployed to prevent premature lateral edge breakdown. 

CMOS SPAD peak PDP reaches 50% today, however we expect that it will rise 

towards custom made PDPs (>70%) with technology advances. 
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3 Design considerations for high-end implementations 

Chapter 2 introduced specific benefits of SPAD imagers compared to other 

implementations. However, complex integration raises questions about power 

sustainability, signal skew and integrity, and enormous data rates. Additionally, 

there remain challenges of single SPAD fill factor and PDP. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 

details the large format integration challenges and presents solutions based on 

experimental results. In section 3.3 we emphasize what other specific 

applications (could) benefit from SPAD imagers overcoming the technological 

drawbacks. 

3.1 Nonuniformity 

SwissSPAD showed low PRNU, also due to a long dead time that limits the 

average SPAD array current below 1 mA. However, shorter dead times with 

integrated counters might increase the power consumption and IR drop. The 

SPAD power consumption is composed of three parts; the SPAD leakage current 

(usually neglected), the capacitive load current and the transient current during 

SPAD quenching (when SPAD has a resistance RD of around 100 Ω23). Lee et al. 

reported a 190 fF junction capacitance CD for a 30×30 μm2 avalanche 

photodiode implemented in a 180 nm CMOS process23 and 35 fF and 140 fF 

junction capacitance for 10×10 μm2 and 20×20 μm2 areas,  respectively, in a 

130 nm CMOS95. We here assume a junction capacitance, CD, of 1-10 fF for a 

2×2 μm2. For example, for a SPAD capacitance of 10 fF, a VE of 3.3 V, an array 

size of h×w=1024×1024 and a Tdead=100 ns, the capacitive load power at the 

array count rate saturation will be: 

 
2

2 E D
E D

dead

V C hw
P V C fhw

T
  ,  (3.1) 

in this case 1.14 W. This is, of course, a worst-case scenario with a fully bright 

scene and a chip operating at the end of the dynamic range. One should however 

note that CMOS image sensors usually have a total power consumption of less 

than 300 mW96–98. Large format arrays do both increase the array current 

consumption and the power line resistance. Longer power lines are required to 

reach to central pixel, and fill factor maximization requests lines as thin as 

possible. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example of a 1D SPAD array where RP is the per pixel 

parasitic resistance. V1 is the effective VOP for the first left SPAD. If all SPADs fire 
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at the same time, it can be expressed as: V1=VOP-RP×w×IA. V2 is then VOP-RPwIA-

RP(w-1)IA. 

VOP

IA

V1

RQ

Rp

IA

RQ

Rp

IA

RQ
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IA

RQ
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Figure 3.1. An example of a 1D SPAD array with parasitic resistance at the VOP line. 
The SPAD is modeled with a parallel RD||CD impedance with a breakdown VBD bias at 
the RD node. During quenching, the switch in the model is shorted. 

In general, we can write: 
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Vw will then be: 
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      (3.3) 

The typical RP is 50 mΩ/μm2. For a typically used VOP line of 1 μm width, and a 

pixel pitch of 3 μm, RP is 150 mΩ. The average capacitive load current can be 

estimated by VE2CD/Tdead. Peak transient current (beginning of quenching) can 

reach as high as 10 mA99. The SPAD transient current at the end of quenching 

will be VE/RQ100, usually below 100 μA101. For w=1024, and an average current 

of 0.33 μA per pixel, the voltage drop ∆V is 26 mV. One can also use IA= 

VE/RQ=3.3/100 kΩ=33 μA to yield a ∆V of 2.6 V. The overestimated ∆𝑉 figure 

shows the higher requirements a large format SPAD imager (in this case for a 

high-speed imager fully deploying its dynamic range) lays on the power design. 

If just the last SPAD detects a photon, the voltage drop is: 

 P AV wR I    (3.4) 

For w=1024, and taking a current of IA=33 μA, ∆V=5 mV. The ∆V effect of PRNU 

is investigated with SwissSPAD, and shows that ∆V=67 mV gives a PRNU=1.8%. 

Important to note is the w2 (simultaneous firing array) and w (separate firing 

SPAD) dependency of the IR drop. Note that equation (3.3) is more appropriate 

for the average current consumption and equation (3.4) for the peak current 
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consumption. Inadequate design can directly lead to PDP nonuniformity. In this 

case, wider VOP lines and a meshed grid need to be used. 

3.1.1 Nonuniformity of timing signals 

If TDCs are built outside the SPAD array to increase the fill factor, like in the 

chip reported by Lindner et al.81, the pulses generated by the SPADs propagate 

through the whole array height/width before detected by the TDC. If we use the 

timing of SPAD pulses, repeaters are built to improve the rise time and signal 

integrity. 

Figure 3.2 shows post-layout SPAD timing pulses at the end of a 126 pixel 

column (a), and the repeater power consumption (b). The pulses propagate 

through the whole column with 8 repeaters per line, with 9 address lines and a 

timing line. Different colors in the figures indicate the SPAD pulse period (1, 2, 

4 and 16 ns separation between pulses). 

  

      (a)          (b) 

Figure 3.2. (a) Post-layout timing signals at the bottom of the column with different 
separations of consecutive pulses. (b) Maximum repeater current given for a SPAD 
firing at the top of the column and propagating to the bottom. Different colors in the 
figures indicate the SPAD pulse period (1, 2, 4 and 16 ns separation between pulses). 

Figure 3.3 shows IR drop effects with different SPAD pulse periods. It shows the 

worst-case scenario, when power is supplied through a single vertical power 

line connected to a voltage source at the bottom of the column. The 

consequence is a skew in the timing signal. In this case, an IR drop of 300 mV 

led to a rising edge skew of 200 ps. 
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      (a)        (b) 

Figure 3.3. (a) Post-layout repeater worst case VDD IR drop of a 126 SPADs event-
driven column with repeaters, at different pulse separation. (b) Timing skew due to 
voltage drops in the repeater power lines. Different colors in the figures indicate the 
SPAD pulse period (1, 2, 4 and 16 ns separation between pulses). 

3.1.2 Load balancing 

When designing timing critical signal paths, load balancing is important to 

ensure high uniformity. SPAD imager designers try to avoid repeaters through 

the array as to maximize the fill factor. The signal integrity is then compromised 

and the pixels further from the timing signal tree will have a higher gate jitter. 

Figure 3.5 shows the SwissSPAD gate width uniformity over the array. The gate 

width is defined by the falling edge of the recharge signal and falling edge of the 

gate signal (see section 2.3.2 and Figure 3.4).  

 
Figure 3.4. Pixel schematic with recharge and gate transistors. The recharge 
transistor was designed larger to be enable prompt SPAD discharge. 

In this design, the recharge transistor is larger than the gate transistor, leading 

to a higher load at the recharge signal path. The recharge and gate signals 

propagate from the bottom to the top. A higher recharge load thus delays the 

200 ps
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recharge signal and the sensitive gate becomes shorter at the top of the array 

(see Figure 3.5). 

 

Figure 3.5. Sensitive time gate distribution over the SwissSPAD array, give in 
nanoseconds. Courtesy of Samuel Burri. 

In a newer version of SwissSPAD, known as SwissSPAD-2, we balanced the 

recharge and gate transistor and thus expect better gate uniformity over the 

array. Figure 3.6 shows a post-layout simulation of the two signals (recharge 

and gate) at the bottom (no load) and top of the array. The photon sensitive 

time window at the top will be shifted compared to the bottom. However, the 

time widow width will be uniform (in contrast to the implementation in Figure 

3.5).  

 

Figure 3.6. Post-layout simulation of the recharge (R) and gate (B) signal at the 
bottom left/right (no load, to estimate the horizontal mismatch) and top (delayed) 
array. Timing signals were fed through a signal tree to horizontally balance the 
parasitic capacitance (left right). Vertically, timing signals exhibit classical RC delay, 
but recharge and gate are matched. 

3.2 Handling large data rates 

SPAD imagers generate large data rate because of the absence of photon 

accumulation or counters. Counters exponentially increase the time 

(denominator) in the data rate equation: 
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where Drate is the data rate, h is the vertical pixel number, w the horizontal pixel 

number, b the counter number of bits and Tbit the time a SPAD can count one 

photon. In case a counter is implemented in the pixel, Tbit is equal to Tdead. Thus, 

the data rate decreases with b/2b-1. 

In low light conditions, the number of photon events is infrequent and sparse, 

thus we suggested the use of event-driven readout mechanisms. In this case, we 

send the address of the firing pixel and its count or timestamp, rather than the 

whole array information. When the scene is uniformly illuminated, the data 

amount is then the probability of one per pixel event P multiplied by 

log2(h)×log2(w)×h×w. P can be expressed as the number of fired pixels k divided 

by h×w. A low data amount is achieved just with a low event probability. Single 

events can be read out faster than the whole array, if speed is the requirement. 

Event-driven readout is beneficial for a low photon rate and sparse scene 

illumination. If we compare the event-driven readout with a frame-based 

readout, the data amount is smaller for: 

 2 2log ( )log ( )P h w hw hw   (3.6) 
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For a 1024×1024 imager, this average per pixel photon detection rate should 

be 1%. For example, for time-correlated single-photon counting, the photon 

probability is set to less than 10% to avoid pile-up effects. This needs to be 

further multiplied by the fraction of pixels actually receiving photons (dark 

parts of image are not generating events), easily ending at lower than 1% pixel 

activity. 

Compression mechanisms can be used to lower the 1-bit frame data amount as 

it was done in FPGA in SwissSPAD. Under specific light conditions and known 

0/1 sequence probability, we can apply Huffman coding. This then, however 

requires dynamic Huffman coding for dynamic scenes. Figure 3.6 shows the 

data amount (not the data rate) for different compression and readout 

mechanisms at different illumination levels. Run length coding is shown for 
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uniform illumination. Here, the bit width of the run length code is kept constant 

for one illumination point and is log2(lengthmax). At extremely low and high 

illumination the data is send with few lengths with a large bit width. At medium 

illumination, few outliers increase the bit width while there is a large amount 

of interleaving lengths. The data amount is thus high for medium illumination 

(ni from 0.1 to 2). We developed a modified run length coding, a tradeoff 

between effectiveness and complexity. Data compression was implemented on 

a FPGA platform. It compresses the 1-bit data stream generated by SwissSPAD 

and lowers the data rate towards the PC or memory. A hardware 

implementation puts limits on the maximum complexity level. Complex 

operations need to be pipelined.  

ꟷ ꟷ Address readout
ꟷ ꟷ Frame readout
ꟷ ꟷ Run length coding
ꟷ ꟷ Modified run length coding
ꟷ ꟷ % of ones

Uniform 
illumination

20% of scene 
illuminated

 
Figure 3.7. Data per frame of a 1024×1024 1-bit SPAD imager (simulated). Frame 
readout has a fixed 1024×1024 bits at any illumination, while address readout 
increases the data amount with P×log2(h)×log2(w)×h×w, where P is shown as % of 
ones. Crossed data points show measured data for a 512×128 imager and scaled to 
a 1024×1024 imager data. Data compression was implemented on a Virtex 4 FPGA. 

The modified run length code compresses a sequence of 10 zeros as binary 00, 

a sequence of 4 zeros as binary 01, a 0 as 10, and a 1 as 11. Theoretically, such 

coding can compress the data to 20% or expand to 200%. This coding was 

chosen so as to match the average zero length present in our experimental data 

(microscopy). 
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Figure 3.8 shows the schematic of the compression algorithm, implemented in 

a Virtex 4 FPGA. The input data width N can be expanded to 2N in the worst 

case, when the input is a vector of interleaving ones and zeros. The pipeline 

array thus needs to have double the bit width, and it can take a maximum of N 

clock cycles to expand the data. Thus, we need an N×2N array. During the 

compression, we use combinational logic to create the next vector. We also need 

to track the number of compressed bits and the vector width for the next stage. 

The N different stages are then pipelined and the final data has a variable data 

width. The output data width needs to be interfaced with a DDR memory or 

USB, and have a fixed data width. In this stage, we need to use a 6N data vector. 

We firstly shift down the 2N data that was copied in the previous cycle to the 

width fixer, but by a variable shift depending on the content in the 6N vector. 

Afterwards, we copy the 2N vector to a fixed position. When the bottom content 

length of the 6N vector exceeds the output data width, we latch the compressed 

data. Note that each stage needs to implement a variable-per-clock shifter, an 

operation very costly in hardware. The FPGA synthesizer fails to compile the 

VHDL code if copying and shifting is written within the same clock cycle. Such a 

design already occupies 27% of FPGA slices and 25% of 4 input LUTs in a Virtex 

4. 

Input 
data 
width N

N

2N, but 
variable 
data 
width 6N

1 1

1
2. copy

2. copy

1. shift

Fixed 
output 
data 
width

Width fixer   

Figure 3.8. A simplified scheme of the modified run length compression algorithm. 

We measured our compression scheme for a 1-bit SPAD array illuminated at 

different light intensities. The measured data match the simulated data, with a 

deviation in the low light regime, where hot pixels artificially increase pixel 

activity.  
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In the case of TDC based SPAD imagers, the data rate increases by the TDC bit 

resolution. Previous system implementation used data histogramming to 

reduce the data rate. Gershbach et al. indicated a possible data reduction by a 

factor of 1024, for TDCs with 10-bit resolution102. For example, a TDC resolution 

r will give 2r histogram bins. If the bin width (or visually height) is z, the 

histogram contains z×2r bits of data. If the full histogram was used, it would 

contain k=2r+z events, with r bits (TDC value). The potential compression ratio 

is r×2r+z/(z×2r), with r=10, equal to 1024. However, this is an overestimation. 

In the best case, only one histogram bin will be fully employed, and many pixels 

will have just DRC counts. 

 

Figure 3.9. An example of exponential distribution with τ=2.5 ns, 1024 bins and a 
maximum of 1023 events per bin (2z-1), with totally kp=100 000 pixel events. 

Figure 3.9 shows an example of an exponential time distribution (fluorophore 

lifetime of 2.5 ns) with k=100 000 pixel events, r=10 and z=10. The compression 

ratio is here given by: 

 
2r

rk

z
,  (3.9) 

where k is the number of detected events per pixel. The compression ratio is in 

this case 98. To effectively use histogramming, the average per pixel number of 

events k should be: 

 2rz
k

r
 ,  (3.10) 

in our example k>1024. This will, of course, depend on the imaging scene. A high 

percentage of pixels with no illumination will lower the compression 

effectiveness. 
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3.3 Potential benefits of large format SPAD arrays 

If SPAD CMOS technology advances to PDP>50% and native fill factor>50% due 

to 3D integration, SPAD imagers have the opportunity to combine HDR, high 

speed and photon counting possibility. In this chapter, we discussed some of 

the remaining challenges, related to PDP uniformity, power sustainability and 

data rates.    

We propose a SPAD imager with a 12-bit counter per pixel, shown in Figure 

3.10, and additional 4 bits (or more) generated while correcting for the count 

suppression mechanism of active event-driven recharge (see sub-section 

2.2.4.1). A 65536:1 dynamic range will be achieved using Tdead=1 μs. To have a 

maximum of 212 counts, the frame time is 4.1 ms, frame rate 244 fps. The chip 

output data rate is 2.9 Gbps. Although the recharge is event-driven, per pixel 

counters enable fast accumulation with event-driven increment and clock-wise 

readout. Thus the readout is clock based. The recharge period or hold-off should 

be entangled with the readout speed by: Treadout=Tdead(2bits-1). To enable a faster 

frame rate with the same imager, we include an additional readout mode with 

8-bit counter resolution. In this mode, the maximum frame rate is 3.9 kfps, and 

the output data rate 31.2 Gbps. All the electronics would be designed in the 

bottom tier IC, while the SPAD would be placed in the top tier. Abbas et al. 

demonstrated 12-bit counters in 40 nm CMOS with a pixel pitch lower than 

10 μm.  We enforce the SPAD array power consumption to be below 500 mW, 

the VOP voltage drop below 100mV. We set the VOP to 25 V, with an excess bias 

VE of 5 V.  

The SPAD capacitance C should be thus smaller than P/(VE2fwh)= 

PTdead/(VE2wh)=19 fF. This capacitance sets the SPAD diameter/pitch to lower 

than 9.5 μm, considering a typical capacitance of 190 fF for a 30 μm photodiode 

pitch23. With a maximum power of 500 mW, the SPAD array average current 

consumption is 100 mA, thus the maximum per pixel consumption is 95 nA. 

Given the required average voltage drop of below 100 mV, the per pixel 

parasitic resistance needs to be RP<∆V/(w(w+1)IA)×2=2 Ω (see equation (3.3)), 

for SPADs operating simultaneously. For the peak IR drop of 100 mV, we take 

into account the peak current consumption from section 3.1 (VE/RQ), to be 33 

μA. This requires RP<∆V/(wIA)×2= 6 Ω. Since CMOS metals feature a resistance 

below 50 mΩ/square, the parasitic resistance requirement should be fulfilled. 

Figure 3.10 shows a top level schematic of the proposed SPAD imager. 
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Figure 3.10. Proposed architecture of a 12-bit counter 1024×1024 SPAD array with 
extended dynamic range due to count suppression. If the dead time of the SPADs is 
set to 1 μs, 12 bits yield 244 frames per second, while the QIS adds 4 bits (totally 16 
bits). Mode II enables a lower dynamic range at an higher frame rate; 8 bits frames 
are now send with a frame rate of 3.9 kfps. 

Table 3 compares two most recent SPAD imagers with specialized CMOS 

imagers and the proposed SPAD imager. With new 3D integration possibilities, 

SPAD imagers offer the opportunity to design high dynamic range (counters in 

bottom tier) imagers with no readout noise. Trading dynamic range (reducing 

counter bits) for a higher frame rate does not change the SPAD performance. 

The PDP will advance further reaching custom SPAD designs with PDP>70%. 

The fill factor already reached 45% due to 3D IC integration.  SPAD imagers, 

however, have a fundamental disadvantage in higher DCR and DCR 

nonuniformity. They are thus not suitable for long exposures.  

CMOS imagers are suitable for longer exposures due to lower DCR. PDP is 

approaching >90% and fill factor is compensated with microlenses. With 

shrinking CMOS nodes, readout noise will fall further below 0.27 e- peak rms103, 

but also reduce the full well capacitance. Reducing noise requires lower speeds. 

SPAD can thus seek competitive advantage in combining multiple modes (HDR, 

no readout noise, high speed) into one imager. CMOS imagers have a 
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fundamentally higher optical dynamic range due to the multi-photon full well 

capacity (which can be reset at very high speeds) and low DCR.  

Table 3. A state-of-the-art comparison of most recent SPAD imagers with three CMOS 
imagers specialized for high speed, high dynamic range and low noise. The last 
column describes a proposed SPAD imager for high speed and high dynamic range 
(dual mode). 

Camera 
Digital 

counters73 

512x512 

1-bit 

SPAD75 

CMOS high 

speed62,104 

CMOS 

HDR105 

CMOS low 

noise33 

Proposed 

SPAD 

imager 

Peak PDP 27.5% >50% unknown unknown >75% >25% 

Fill factor 45% 10.5% unknown 74% 40% >45% 

Pixel pitch 7.83 μm 16.38 μm 32 μm 11 μm 6.5 μm <10 μm 

Array size 128×120 512×512 400×256 2048×2048 640×480 1024×1024 

Max. frame 

rate 

500 fps, 12 

bit 

100 kfps, 1 

bit 
7.8 kfps 24 fps 80 fps 

244 fpsd, 

3.9 kfpse  

Data rate 92 Mbps 26.2 Gbps 11.1 Gbpsa 1.6 Gbpsb 246 Mbps 
2.9 Gbpsd, 

32 Gbpse 

Dynamic 

range 
11 066 11 817g 2 000 63 095 13 335 

65 536d,f, 

4 096e,f 

Readout 

noise 
N.A. N.A. 5 e- 1.47e- 0.48 e- N.A. 

Dark counts 11 kcps 50 cps unknown 0.15 cps 5.6 cps <100 cps 

Afterpulsing unknown <1% N.A. N.A. N.A. <1% 

Crosstalk unknown <0.5% unknown unknown unknown <0.5% 

PRNU < 2% unknown unknown <0.1% 0.77% < 2% 

Min. gating 

duration 
1 ns 4 ns N.A. N.A. N.A. - 

aAssuming a 14 bit ADC 
bAssuming a 16 bit ADC 
d12 bit counter with 1 μs dead time 
e8 bit counter with 1 μs dead time for high speed imaging 
fDynamic range is here defined by the counter bit width and conservatively extended due 

to count suppression by 16; DR=16×2bits. See section 2.2.5.1 for details. 
gIn 1-bit SPAD imagers 4.6t/Treadout/√(tDCR), 4.6 for the QIS extention18, t=33 ms, see (2.21) 
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3.4 Conclusion 

We have discussed different nonuniformity issues and included hand-

calculations for power consumption, IR drop, and data rates. 

The imaging architecture needs to be tailored for specific applications. 

Quantum correlation applications usually feature a low detection count rate 

and can benefit from event-driven readout. The same holds for fluorescence 

lifetime measurements. Classical imaging has no benefit in using the event-

driven approach due to medium/high (and relatively uniform) illumination 

scenes. The photon probability needs to be very low to yield a reduction in data 

generation. Considering data reduction, 3D imaging also has little benefit from 

an event-driven approach given the high background illumination. 

Event-driven readout is architecturally interesting for sharing resources, but 

implementing per pixel counters substantially reduces the data rate by 

increasing the timing denominator in the data rate equation. 

Applications with timing distributions, like 3D imaging and fluorescence 

lifetime, can benefit from histogramming if the average number of pixel events 

is high. In our example, there should be more than 1024 events per pixel for 

histogramming to yield any data reduction. Scenes with large amounts of dark 

sections can actually increase the data amount with histogramming, especially 

when the accumulation time is short (yields less than 1024 events per pixel). 

For example, a Picoquant scanning fluorescence lifetime imaging system does 

not histogram data due to short per-pixel accumulations and large areas of the 

image that do not contain any fluorescence. Such systems usually collect less 

than 1000 events per pixel, and histogramming increases the data rate. 

However, we should emphasize that the reason for a short per-pixel 

accumulation time; scanning decreases the frame time. Thus, if one can use a 

pixel array, the per-pixel accumulation can be prolonged to collect more events 

and histogramming might become an effective tool for data reduction.  

3D IC integration will expand the (analog-less) digital potential to combine 

single photon with high speed and extended dynamic range. New SPAD CMOS 

technology enables combining multiple modes into one imager, with HDR, 

photon counting, no readout noise and high speed. One such imager is proposed 

in this chapter. 
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4 Large format SPAD imagers for localization super resolution 

microscopy 

Microscopy resolution is conventionally limited by diffraction. In the last 25 

years, numerous techniques emerged to surpass this limitation3. Three main 

approaches are106: 

1) Structure illumination microscopy (SIM) 

2) Simulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) 

3) Single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) 

Demmerle et al. conducted an insightful spatial frequency comparison between 

the three different super resolution aproaches107.  

SIM uses the Moiré effect to alias higher spatial frequencies and effectively 

increases the spatial resolution108,109. This approach generates images with 

~100 nm resolution after sub-second to second acquisition time. The samples 

do not need to be specially prepared to apply this technique. 

Illumination 
sequence

Sample

 

Figure 4.1. Example of SIM image creation. 

STED uses two lasers to effectively narrow the PSF. The outer part of the 

emission (generated by an excitation laser) is depleted by a donut shape 

laser110–112. An example of STED PSF engineering is shown in Figure 4.2. One can 

achieve a lateral spatial uncertainty as low as 20 nm113, but at a cost of a high 

power laser that induces sample bleaching (see Figure 3 by Heller et al.114 for 

typical numbers). STED is a scanning technique; the acquisition time can be in 

the range of minutes (higher depletion power, higher resolution, and lower 

photon rate) due to the depleted photo rate (see Figure S4 by Gottfert et al.115 

for typical photon numbers). Although STED achieves a high resolution, high 
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spatial frequencies have lower amplitudes when compared to other super 

resolution techniques107. 

 

Figure 4.2. STED emission is depleted by a donut shape laser effectively narrowing 
the PSF and achieving high spatial resolution. 

SMLM sparsely activates single molecules, fluorophores, within one frame time. 

Single molecule PSFs are then fitted using a Gaussian 2D model, and the 

positions localized. Combining multiple frames with a large amount of localized 

single molecules, we create a super resolved pointillistic image. The sample 

needs to be prepared in a special way to allow for sparse activation of single 

molecules. The amount of required frames is 103-105, and the acquisition time 

spans to minutes116. sCMOS can reduce this to 10 seconds. Within SMLM, 

molecules are sparsely activated with different techniques: PALM117,118, 

STORM119, dSTORM5, GSDIM4. We used the GSDIM technique in this chapter. 

Molecules
Localizations:

super resolved 
image

Light emission

Widefield
Imaging

Molecules

Sparse
emissions

Sequential
localization

A

B

 

Figure 4.3. An example of SMLM. In classical widefield microscopy (A), all fluorescent 
molecules emit light simultaneously. In localization super resolution (B), molecules 
are sequentially (or sparsely per frame) activated to emit light and localized. 
Grouped localizations form a pointillistic super resolved image. 

Some of the fundamental advantages of SPAD imagers discussed in chapter 2 

are employed in SMLM, which is a sensitivity critical application. Section 4.1 
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problematizes the long acquisition time in localization super resolution. The fill 

factor improvement allowed us to acquire the first super resolution images 

with a SPAD imager (section 4.2) and add photo-physical information usually 

not available with other imagers. We show that by overcoming the fill factor 

drawback and increasing the overall sensitivity, we could use the high imaging 

speed of a SPAD imager, SwissSPAD, to investigate photo-physical properties of 

fluorophores while recording super resolution images (section 4.3). We then 

show two possible super resolution enhancements: using a saturation method 

to extract fluorophore lifetime (section 4.4) and calculating quantum 

correlations to allow for denser fluorophore activation (section 4.5). 

The experimental setup (shown in Figure 4.4) is composed of a dual port Leica 

SR GSD super resolution microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), 

and initially an Andor iXon3 897 BV EMCCD (Andor Technology, Belfast, UK) 

with a pixel pitch of 16 μm on one port and SwissSPAD with a pixel pitch of 

24 μm on the other. We later used a pco.edge 4.2 sCMOS imager (PCO, Kelheim, 

Germany) in combination with SwissSPAD. The emission light can be directed 

to either the EMCCD/sCMOS or SwissSPAD. The objective and the tube lens 

(HCX PL APO 160×/1.43 Oil CORR GSD) magnification is 160×, and the effective 

EMCCD and SwissSPAD pixel sizes are therefore 100 nm and 150 nm, 

respectively. When using sCMOS, a demagnificator was used to yield 100 nm 

pixel size.  

Figure 4.4. Experimental setup with SwissSPAD on the left hand side of the image, 
connected the Leica SR GSD microscope. 

For SMLM measurements, we used human bone osteosarcoma epithelial cells 

(U2OS) stained for microtubuli with Alexa 647, in Vectashield (Vector 

Laboratories, Burlingame, USA) embedding resin or MEA buffer120, as well as 
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fibroblast cells stained for actin with Alexa 647 together with an OxEA buffer121, 

and GATTAquant nanorulers122,123 (GATTAquant, Braunschweig, Germany). 

4.1 Speed of super resolution acquisition 

A major drawback of SMLM is the long acquisition time. During 103 to 105 

frames, we localize between 5 and 100 molecules per frame and create a 

pointillistic image with 50 000 to 1 000 000 total localizations. Lin et al. showed 

that higher laser intensities increase the molecule blinking rate and suggest that 

it increases the frame rate and potential number of active (emitting) molecules 

per time (and still keep the spatial sparsity requirement). However, blinking 

speed and frame rate should be synchronized so achieve optimum results. 

Higher frame rates may decrease the acquisition time at a cost of suboptimal 

performance. Here, we investigate the frame rate speed given and certain 

blinking distribution. 

4.1.1 Optimal frame time 

When increasing the speed of the molecule blinking to achieve fast SMLM 

acquisitions, it is not a priori clear what frame duration should be used. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Schematic representation of blinking of a fluorophore in time. Brate 
includes the imager noise and sample background noise. 

Figure 4.5 shows a fluorophore photon count rate Irate in the presence of a 

background Brate, corresponding to the background accumulated by all pixels, 

which are contributing to Irate. Note that more than one pixel contributes to the 

PSF. The blinking time is assumed to be TON and is here assumed to be entirely 

embedded in a frame. In the general case, the SNR as a function of Tframe is 

computed as: 
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For a constant TON value, the maximum SNR is reached for Tframe=TON. This 

changes when TON is an exponential random variable with a decay constant τON, 

which is the case for the emission time of the fluorophores. First, the estimated 

E(SNR) with the above assumption for the probability density function of TON, 
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An example of SNR as a function of Tframe when TON is an exponential random 

variable with a typical decay constant τON =10 ms is shown in Figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.6. (a) SNR of blinking emission as a function of Tframe, with Irate/Brate=2 and 
τON=10 ms. SNRmax is reached in this case for Tframe=1.67×τON. (b) The inverse of the 
SNR is proportional to the expected localization uncertainty. It represents an 
approximation from the result obtained in124, where the uncertainty is proportional 
to the inverse square root of the number of photons in the PSF for the shot noise 
limited case (Brate<<Irate), and to the inverse of the number of photons for the 
background noise limited case. (c) Optimal Tframe/τON ratio as a function of the 
Irate/Brate ratio. TON is an exponential random variable with a decay constant τON. For 
measurements with lower background, the maximal SNR is reached at longer times, 
to cover long emissions. For measurements with low fluorophore emission 
intensities, the maximal SNR is reached close to the average emission duration τON. 

The optimal Tframe is found solving: 

 
 ( )

0
frame

d E SNR

dT
 ,  (4.3) 

  
which does not yield a close-form Tframe. The optimal Tframe is a function of Irate 

and Brate and can be seen in Figure 4.6c. If Brate = 0, Tframe should be chosen so 

that Tframe > max(TON), however, since TON is a random variable, the optimal Tframe 

should be infinite. On the other hand, for Brate > Irate, Tframe should be chosen so 

as to minimize the noise effect, thus Tframe= τON. 

SwissSPAD achieves a short frame time without negative effects on the imager 

performance, such as clock induced charge noise and readout noise. The fast 

frame time can be used to analyze the optimal Tframe. To the best of our 

knowledge, this analysis has not been carried out before, also due to the fact 

that the performance of charge accumulating imagers changes as a function of 

readout speed. Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b show ThunderSTORM125 super 

resolution results of simulated data with τON=10 ms. The background per pixel 

is monotonically increasing with increasing Tframe. The fluorophore intensity is 

also increasing but starts saturating after Tframe>τON. The number of 

a b c
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localizations decreases rapidly until Tframe=τON (Figure 4.7a), while the 

uncertainty curve reaches its minimum at Tframe>τON (Figure 4.7b). The result of 

Figure 4.7b is in good agreement with the plots of Figure 4.6b. Figure 4.7c and 

Figure 4.7d show experimental SwissSPAD data. The experimental curves 

approximates the simulated curves, although there is an additional effect of 

rejecting dim emissions (and partial merging of localizations) causing an 

artificial uncertainty decrease. Merging close localizations in consecutive 

frames had insignificant influence on the results presented in Figure 4.7, since 

ThunderSTORM averages the positions, imaged sizes, and backgrounds, and 

adds the intensity of the individual localizations. Adding photons from multiple 

frames and then calculating the position and uncertainty yields a decrease in 

uncertainty126, but it requires intense processing, currently not implemented in 

super resolution software. Oversampling with SPAD imagers (no negative effect 

due to readout noise) could be additionally effective due to per-molecule-blink 

minimization of background noise, which is experimentally found to range 

between 5 and 100 photons (Poisson average). If background noise is 

minimized, emission Poisson noise is the dominant noise source. Gyongy et al. 

demonstrated a 20% reduction in localization standard deviation with 

experimental data on GATTAquant-PAINT nanorulers92. Simulated results 

suggest a reduction of 50%92. During the work of this thesis, we experimented 

with similar algorithms on experimental cell data. We could not achieve an 

increase in spatial resolution. In addition to the differences in the algorithms, a 

thicker cell sample (in comparison to the flat and relatively sparse nanorulers) 

might complicate the sectioning both in space and time. 
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Figure 4.7. (a) Simulated data show how the number of localizations decreases with 
increasing frame time. With short frame times, the emissions are oversampled and 
single emitters detected as multiple ones. With longer frame times the emissions 
begin to be rejected. (b) The localization uncertainty reaches a minimum of 24 nm 
at 20 ms. τON was set to be 10 ms, and Irate/Brate was to 3.6, yielding a theoretical 
optimum between 18 and 19 ms. The operating point also represents a tradeoff 
between the number of localizations and the localization uncertainty. (c) Measured 
number of localizations in SwissSPAD over different frame times (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, and 100 ms). (d) The localization uncertainty starts saturating 
to reach around 35 nm after Tframe=10 ms, but decreases again artificially below 
35 nm, most likely due to localization rejections. 

Figure 4.8 shows simulated SMLM results on emissions in a circle using three 

different Tframe, where the theoretical optimum is between 18 and 19 ms. Short 

frame times result in larger number of localizations (also faulty ones) with high 

localization uncertainty, while long frame times result in localization rejection 

and worse localization uncertainty.  
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Figure 4.8. Simulated super resolution images of molecules randomly blinking at 
positions in a circle, obtained with different frame times. τON=10 ms. If the blinking 
is oversampled, the uncertainty is high. If the blinking is undersampled (100 ms), the 
image will both yield a lower number of localizations (Low # of emitters) and higher 
localization uncertainty (High # of emitters). A Tframe of 20 ms represents the 
optimum. Irate/Brate was set to be 3.6, yielding a theoretical optimum between 18 and 
19 ms. 

4.2 First SPAD super resolution images 

Figure 4.9 presents the first SPAD localization super resolution images, 

presented in 201515. We imaged U2OS cells stained with Alexa 647 embedded 

in a Vectashield resign, and compared the EMCCD and SPAD results. The key 

was implementing microlenses that increased the overall SwissSPAD PDE by 

12×. 
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Figure 4.9. First SMLM results acquired with a SPAD imager, compared to EMCCD 
widefield and super resolution images. The SPAD imager field of view is rotated by 
few degrees compared to the EMCCD due to mechanical mounting restrictions. 

The super resolution community emphasized two main EMCCD drawbacks, the 

multiplication noise (see section 2.2.2.4) and limited speed (see section 2.2.6). 

This led to multiple publications about sCMOS used in SMLM9,127–130, and the 

main microscopy companies switched to sCMOS due to lowered readout noise, 

increased noise uniformity and sensitivity in the newest sCMOS models. When 

comparing SwissSPAD and EMCCD/sCMOS we alternately recorded frames 

with the two imagers. To compare SwissSPAD and sCMOS, we also used 

GATTAquant PAINT 80R nanorulers, where three emitters in each nanoruler 

are separated by 80nm123. The SwissSPAD has a PDE of around 9% at the 

emission wavelength of Alexa Fluor 647 and Atto 655. 

The SwissSPAD video was first pre-processed in MATLAB to correct for the 

sensor’s nonlinear photon response and DCR, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, 

employing the following correction scheme14: 

  ln(1 ) / DCR,
M readout readout

C C T T      (4.4) 

where C represents the corrected count rate, CM the measured count rate, and 

Treadout=6.4 μs the dead time of the pixel. 
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The recorded 1-bit, 6.4 μs frames were then binned to form 10 ms frames, 

background was subtracted131 and images were analyzed with 

ThunderSTORM125. Figure 4.10a shows a super resolved image of actin in a 

fibroblast sample, stained with Alexa Fluor 647, used with an OxEA buffer. 

Figure 4.10b shows the corresponding widefield image. Figure 4.10c-f shows 

GATTAquant PAINT 80R nanoruler data of SwissSPAD and sCMOS, respectively. 

Images where reconstructed using 5000 frames of 10 ms duration. When 

zoomed, one can note the resolvability of 80 nm distances between single 

emitters, where sCMOS has a 2-3 times finer resolution. Gyongy et al. showed 

the benefits of aggregating short frames with a single GATTAquant nanoruler 

imaged with a SPAD imager92,126, but without super resolution images.  

Figure 4.10g-i show microtubuli from a fibroblast sample, which was stained 

with Alexa Fluor 647, and prepared in OxEA buffer. The sCMOS and SwissSPAD 

images contain 40 000 localizations. Although the effect is minimized by 

preprocessing (see Eq. 8), some of the noisy pixels distort localizations. Highly 

noisy pixels, known as screamers, constitute 2% of the overall pixel 

population14; interpolation is used to minimize localization distortions. The 

interpolation of hot pixels caused loss of data and a localization uncertainty 

increase. This effect was verified by the software, resulting in a bias of the 

localization position (away from the true position). 
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Figure 4.10 (a) SwissSPAD super resolution image of actin labeled with Alexa 647 in 
an OxEA buffer compared to (b) the widefield image. The white bar shows 1 µm. (c,d) 
Shows SwissSPAD GATTAquant PAINT 80R nanorulers where emitters are separated 
by 80 nm. (e,f) Shows the nanoruler imaged with sCMOS. (g) sCMOS and (h) 
SwissSPAD super resolution images of microtubuli compared with (i) a widefield 
image taken with a sCMOS. The white bar shows 1 µm. (j-l) Show an U2OS cell stained 
with Alexa Fluor 647, in Vectashield. 

Figure 4.10j-l show a SwissSPAD super resolution image of microtubuli in an 

U2OS cell stained with Alexa Fluor 647, in Vectashield. It was obtained during a 

70 second exposure and contains 90 000 localizations.  

The sCMOS typically collected 800 photons with a localization uncertainty of 10 

nm (for Figure 4.10g), while SwissSPAD had 100 photons collected with 20 nm 

uncertainty (for Figure 4.10h). For the measurements with EMCCD, the typical 
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estimated number of collected photons was 1800, and the typical estimated 

localization uncertainty about 15 nm (Figure 4.10j), while SwissSPAD had 200 

photons collected and 30 nm uncertainty (Figure 4.10k). The EMCCD and SPAD 

distributions are shown in Figure 4.11. The emphasis should be placed on the 

comparison between the SPAD and one of the two other imagers. A direct 

comparison between the sCMOS and EMCCD images and uncertainty results is 

not completely fair since the sCMOS imaged samples with OxEA, and the EMCCD 

imaged samples with Vectashield. The localization uncertainty is estimated 

using ThunderSTORM, employing the Thompson et al. formula124 for sCMOS 

and SPAD, and Quan et al. formula130 for EMCCD (as to include the 

multiplication noise).  

It is worth mentioning that, although the EMCCD collected 10 times more 

photons, the localization uncertainty is only about twice better, while 10 times 

more photons should yield √10=3.16 better localization uncertainty, but the 

excess noise lowers this by a factor of √29, resulting in √5=2.23 better 

localization uncertainty. CMOS SPAD structures reaching a PDP of 40% 

between 440 and 620 nm have been published45, but not yet implemented as 

SPAD imagers. A theoretical analysis did actually show that SPAD imagers with 

the same sensitivity as EMCCD and sCMOS imagers will feature superior 

localization accuracy because of absence of excess and readout noise132, 

assuming that the dark noise uniformity is similar to conventional CMOS 

imagers. 
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Figure 4.11. The distribution of the number of collected photons (per molecule blink) 
and localization uncertainty for SPAD and EMCCD. 
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4.3 Blinking analysis of fluorophores 

Figure 4.12 shows measured examples of molecule emissions with diversity in 

emission duration and intensity. Even two locally identical emissions can show 

different intensities. One should note that the event extraction is a complex 

process that should be ideally performed in space and time domain. A lower 

molecule intensity may be actually caused by a position offset. Thresholding 

just in the time domain can thus lead to false blinking duration extraction. On 

the other hand, a space extraction of localization forces a longer frame time that 

integrates more photons and eases distinguishing the molecule from the 

background. A space and time extraction would start with space localization, 

using a long frame time. It would than localize the molecules and cut the 

subspaces (usually 3×3 or 5×5 pixels). Then, one would use oversampled 

frames (1-bit SwissSPAD frames) to perform dynamical time binning. The 

shortest frame time would be limited by the shot noise limited signal-to-noise 

ratio. The background highest count number should be lower than the molecule 

lowest photon number. We used this procedure for the results presented at 

Photonics West in 201616, while Gyongy et al. published an arxiv paper later in 

2016 on a similar procedure with a mathematical expression of the exact 

number of 1-bit frames that should be binned in time126.  
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10 ms frame time 1.6 ms frame time 0.3 ms frame time

 

Figure 4.12. Examples of measured fluorophore blinking activity at different frame 
times. The red line indicated the average background level, the black shows the 
average estimated blink level. The yellow line in the first column and the black line 
in the second and third column represent the proposed threshold level.  

Estimating blinking duration is also important if one wants to use a fixed frame 

rate, but optimized given a blinking distribution (like discussed in section 

4.1.1). Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b show examples of blinking without and 

with additional fast blinking.  

To estimate the on and off averages as well as the corresponding emission and 

background bands (see Figure 4.13a), we first used the whole signal sample 

length to estimate A, where: 

 
1 1

min( )signal A     (4.5) 

and thus λ1, i.e. the average value of the background noise as random variable 

with Poisson distribution, where: 

 
1background

    (4.6) 
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Parameter A can be chosen to be 3 and includes the standard 3σ of a Poisson 

distribution. Note that the whole signal includes background and emission 

signals, and that min(signal) and max(signal) are easily found. The emission 

sample length, i.e. the total length of the signal above max(background), is then 

used to find B, where: 

 
2 2

max( )signal B     (4.7) 

and thus compute λ2, i.e. the average value of the emission signal and 

background noise as random variable with Poisson distribution.  

In the presence of additional fast blinking (due to a triplet state or additional 

dark states), the photon response will indeed not follow Poisson statistics with 

a constant photon rate, as it is clear from Figure 4.13b. Additional fast blinking 

makes the time thresholding more complicated (Figure 4.13b). The binning and 

thresholding expression that Gyongy derived126 cannot be used in this case. One 

needs to use a longer frame time to achieve background and molecule signal 

separation.  
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Figure 4.13. Stochastic blinking, where the molecule switches between an on and an 
off state: simulated photon response without fast blinking (a); simulated photon 
response with fast blinking, where the signal exhibits many outliers situated outside 
the estimated Poisson band (b). SwissSPAD-measured molecule blinking with 0.064 
ms (c, d), 0.3 ms (e), and 1.6 ms (f) frame time. In particular (d) shows the zoomed 
blinking, at around t=100 ms, with 0.064 ms frame time. Note that the emission and 
background bands overlap in (c, d). We used a U2OS sample with MEA buffer. Also 
note that if additional fast blinking is present, the photon response may be larger 
than expected from Poisson statistics alone. The upper and lower estimated 
boundaries for the photon response are marked with thin green (emission) and red 
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(background and noise) lines, while the estimated averages are shown with thicker 
lines. 

Examples of measured blinking with different frame times, with estimated 

emission and background bands, are shown in Figure 4.13c-f. From the figures 

it can be ascertained that emissions indeed have two (or more) blinking 

components: slow and fast. The number of emitting fluorophores per frame is 

sparse due to the slow component (τOFF,thresh and τOn,thresh in Figure 4.13a). The 

fast component is not an application necessity, and is induced by the triplet 

state or other dark states. The additional fast blinking can lower the overall 

molecule emission. 

To analyze such a fast blinking phenomena, shorter frame times must be used. 

However, due to the decrease of frame time, the SNR is reduced as well, leading 

to the overlapping of signal and background bands. One can use two methods 

for molecule blinking analysis: a thresholding method, which is suitable for 

signals with two distinguishable signal intensities (molecule on and molecule 

off), where the bands are well separated, and an autocorrelation method, which 

can be used for continuous signals, whenever the SNR is not high enough to 

clearly distinguish on from off states133.  

We recorded images with three different laser intensities and firstly used the 

thresholding method to extract τON,thresh and τOFF,thresh of the slow blinking 

component. Fitted monoexponential distributions for the on time have 

τON,thresh=6.1 ms, τON,thresh=3.1 ms and τON,thresh=2.0 ms for laser intensities of 

5.7 kW/cm2, 8.5 kW/cm2 and 11.3 kW/cm2 respectively. τON,thresh decreases with 

increase of laser intensities. Although off times over a wide range of laser 

intensities should be analyzed as the sum of three exponential distributions10, 

we fitted off data monoexponentially as an indication of changes over different 

laser intensities. The distributions for the off time have τOFF,thresh=13.4 ms, 

τOFF,thresh=5.7 ms and τOFF,thresh=3.3 ms for laser powers of 5.7 kW/cm2, 

8.5 kW/cm2 and 11.3 kW/cm2 respectively. The threshold was set at the upper 

noise bound because of possible multiple emissions with different photon 

intensities and additional fast blinking (see Figure 4.13). Single outliers over 

the upper noise bound were rejected. A fast sCMOS camera can extract τON,thresh 

and τOFF,thresh in the range of 1-10 ms, thus faster blinking (in the µs range) 

cannot be properly investigated, as in SwissSPAD. 

Due to variations in the fast blinking behavior (data presented later), a fixed 

thresholding expression is not always feasible. We thus used space localization 
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with the ThunderSTORM program. The frame time was fixed to 1.6 ms, 

composed of 255 (28-1) 1-bit frames. The 8-bit data was formed by 

accumulating the original 1-bit data externally. We then returned to the 1-bit 

data with 6.4 µs time resolution and used autocorrelation to explore if 

additional fast blinking is present. Since we expect the blinking to be 

exponentially distributed, the autocorrelation curve is fitted to extract a decay 

constant of the exponential autocorrelation curve τauto. The drawback of using 

1-bit data is that the emission and noise bands (as shown in Figure 4.13) are 

not easily distinguishable and τauto will be a combination of the fast on and off 

lifetimes (if present), i.e.: 

 
, ,

1 1 1

auto ON auto OFF auto  
    (4.8) 

 
Figure 4.14. SwissSPAD measured autocorrelation decay distributions for different 
laser intensities of 5.7 kW/cm2 (a), 8.5 kW/cm2 (b) and 11.3 kW/cm2 (c), of Alexa 
647 with MEA buffer. (d) Shows the distribution of Alexa 647 with Vectashield. Plots 
(e) and (f) show the distributions of Alexa 647 and Atto 647 with OxEA buffer, 
respectively. 

In our U2OS sample with microtubuli stained with Alexa 647 and with MEA 

buffer, we measured 68%, 74% and 70% emissions with 0<τauto<1ms. The rest 
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of the blinks feature a τauto = -∞, indicating no blinking (autocorrelation is flat), 

and a minor number of outlying τauto because of the low number of emission 

photons. The averages τauto of this fast blinking were 58 μs, 48 μs and 54 μs for 

laser intensities of 5.7 kW/cm2, 8.5 kW/cm2 and 11.3 kW/cm2 respectively 

(Figure 4.14a, b and c). The U2OS sample stained with Alexa 647, but with a 

Vectashield embedding resin, had 46% / 53 μs (Figure 4.14d), 55% / 58 μs and 

41% / 57 μs for laser intensities of 5.7 kW/cm2, 8.5 kW/cm2 and 11.3 kW/cm2 

respectively. A Fibroblast sample stained with Alexa 647 in an OxEA buffer121 

had an average τauto of 28 μs, where 20% emissions had 0<τauto<1ms (Figure 

4.14e). When using Atto 647 in an OxEA buffer, we detected 27% emissions 

with 0<τauto<1ms, with an average of 49 μs (Figure 4.14f). 

Data show that laser power has a small effect on fast blinking. On the contrary, 

buffers change blinking parameters significantly, indicating that the fast 

blinking is caused by a triplet state. The two different dyes also have a different 

blinking behavior. The extracted τauto (Figure 4.14) - with an unprecedented 

time resolution range down to 6.4 μs - can be used for the photophysical 

analysis of a dye and its optimization. Timing parameters could also be used to 

estimate pH or concentration values134,135. 

4.4 Saturation method for lifetime extraction 

Fluorophore lifetime of the first excited state is a molecular property used to 

distinguish between different fluorophores, or the fluorophore environment. 

Usually, it is extracted using a pulsed laser source. We measure the delay from 

excitation (laser clock) to emission, so as to reconstruct the distribution of the 

delay and to fit exponential decay parameter τ. The delay is going to be a 

random exponential distribution:  
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 , (4.9) 

where I(t) is the number of occurrences with delay t, I0 the peak number of 

occurrences, and T0 the constant delay due to the electrical and excitation path.  

SMLM needs to apply a high laser power to force the majority of the 

fluorophores into the dark state, so as to fulfill the sparsity requirement. One 

could think of applying a pulsed laser (instead of a continuous laser) set to have 

an equivalent average power. For example, using a 1 ns Alexa Fluore 647 

lifetime136, we could use a 10 ns laser period with a 100 ps pulse width. The 

required peak intensity P0 would then be 102×5 kW/cm2 or 500 kW/cm2 
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(considering 5 kW/cm2 usually used with continuous lasers10,17). The laser 

beam is a Gaussian shape spot with σx=σy=15 μm. The total peak laser power P 

can be calculated as P=P0×2πσxσy=7.06 W, with P0=500 kW/cm2. This high 

output power raises concerns on objective damage, especially in widefield 

configurations were illumination is focused at the back focal plane of an 

objective. 

However, SMLM has an appealing feature: fluorophores are usually single-

photon emitters137,138, sparsely distributed over space. If the fluorophore is 

isolated and excited with a strong continuous laser, its maximum photon flux 

will saturate and its inter-photon time will be governed by its lifetime. 

Here, we investigate the required photon flux exciting the single emitter, so as 

to achieve lifetime governed inter-photon times, and the required sensor dead 

time to be able to detect the emitted photon flux.  

Taking an extinction coefficient of 270 000 Lmol−1cm−1 for Alexa Fluor139, we 

can calculate the absorption cross-section as140 270 000 Lmol−1cm−1 × 3.82×10-

21 cm3molL-1molecule-1 = 1.0314-15 cm2/molecule. Given typical SMLM laser 

intensities10,17 of 5-15 kW/cm2, we can calculate the excitation photon flux to be 

between 1.62×1022 and 4.88×1022 photons/s/cm2, for a 647 nm excitation laser. 

Considering the cross-section, each molecule will be excited at a rate between 

16.77×106 and 50.32×106 photons/s, or with an average period between 59.61 

and 19.87 ns. With the calculated excitation flux and a total microscope 

collection efficiency to be around 10%141, and the Alexa Fluor 647 quantum 

yield136 of 0.33, we estimate the number of collected photons per 10 ms to be 

around 5 280. This figure is comparable with an average of 1 800 photons per 

10 ms we collected in SMLM (with an EMCCD), considering that fluorophores 

also switch to the triplet and dark state and emission and frames can be 

misaligned. 

The inter-arrival time distribution will be determined jointly by the distribution 

of the excitation photons, the electron decaying from the excited state to emit a 

photon, and the dark states (including triplet state). Here, we neglect the dark 

state effect and consider it to have a lifetime longer than 10 μs. The fluorophore 

will be excited at a rate 1/τexc (before calculated to be between 16.77×106 and 

50.32×106 photons/s) to the first excited state S1 and decay to the ground state 

S0 with a rate 1/τem, where τem is the Alexa Fluor 645 lifetime, taken to be 1 ns136. 

The fluorophore can be excited after it returns to S0. The average ∆T between 

emitted photons is going to be the summation of two random variables Xexc and 
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Yem, Xexc being exponentially distributed (excitation photon arrival) and Yem 

being exponentially distributed (electron decay time from S1 to S0, the 

fluorophore lifetime, while emitting a photon). Inter-arrival time is a random 

process (summation of two variables with exponential distributions) due to the 

memory-less feature of exponential distributions; the probability of an 

excitation photon after ∆T from the previous excitation photon is governed by 

the same distribution as the probability of an excitation photon after ∆T from a 

fluorophore photon emission. Thus: 

 exc em  T X Y   (4.10) 

The probability density function for Xexc is: 
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And the probability density function for Yem is: 
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 The inter-arrival probability density function f∆T(t) can then be calculated as: 
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If we assume the two random variables to be generated by independent random 

processes, the estimated ∆T and variance are going to be: 

   em excE T       (4.14) 

   2 2var em excT       (4.15) 
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The inter-arrival time ∆T is going to be biased away from the fluorophore 

lifetime τem, indicating that the excitation period τexc should be τexc<<τem in order 

for the ∆T to be governed by the fluorophore lifetime τem. This requirement is 2 

orders of magnitude away from the current excitation rate (and the used 

fluorophore with 1 ns lifetime), and suggests that the high power requirement 

is not feasible for widefield illuminated microscopy. This could be however 

achieved with concentrated illumination, usually used in scanning or small field 

of view microscopy approaches. There, photons are emitted and detected at a 

high pace, and we should estimate the requirements for the SPAD array dead 

time. 

Photons go through the microscopy setup and are detected with an efficiency α 

of around 10% (see supplementary data by Israel et al.141). The average ∆T is 

thus increasing by 1/α: 
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Furthermore, taking an approximated Gaussian spatial distribution of the PSF 

with σ=0.21λ/NA142, we assume an emission wavelength λ=665 nm, NA=1.25, 

to yield a standard deviation of σ=110 nm. Using an effective pixel size of 

100 nm, we estimate the percentage of photons β hitting the central pixel with: 
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The central pixel receives a maximum photon flux, and adds another β=0.12 

coefficient to α. Thus: 

   ,em exc em
central em excE T

  
 

 


      (4.18) 

To avoid count suppression (see section 2.2.4), the SPAD dead time Tdead needs 

to be smaller than E[∆Tcentral], the average photon detection period. We shall 

allow a maximum of 5% of suppressed counts; the measured photon rate m is 

thus 0.95n, where n=1/E[∆Tcentral] is the detected photon rate. Taking a passive 

recharge approach modeled with (2.9) and m=0.95n: 

 0.95 deadnT
n ne


   (4.19) 
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Simplifying (4.20): 

 4.27dead emT    (4.21) 

This seems to be a hard requirement SPADs may not easily reach for τem=1 ns 

(Tdead is usually in the order of 50 ns). Solutions may include higher optical 

magnification or smaller pixel sizes. Figure 4.15 shows examples of emitted, 

detected and measured inter-arrival times compared to the fluorophore 

lifetime distribution, with three different excitation laser intensities. If the 

excitation laser intensity is too low (Figure 4.15a), the emission inter-arrival 

time is governed by the excitation laser. The photons go through the optical 

setup and reduce the photon flux by 10×. Finally, the short inter-arrival times 

are cut out due to SPAD dead time, as shown in Figure 4.15c (red versus green 

curve). Fitting the histogram to an exponential curve mitigates the dead time 

problem. If averaging of the inter-arrival times is used, we bias the τem estimator 

towards longer inter-arrival times. 

Experimentalists could use two fluorophores with different lifetimes and 

evaluate the inter-arrival times at different laser intensities. Finally at higher 

laser power, the inter-arrival times from the two fluorophores will show a 

different distribution governed by the lifetimes. At lower laser powers, inter-

arrival times are going to be similarly distributed, depending on the quantum 

yield. Note however, that at any operating point, one can gain additional 

information from the inter-arrival times, since the final fluorophore intensity is 

not directly related to the average photon flux, since it includes rates to the 

triplet and dark states. 
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             (a)                (b) 

 
       (c) 

Figure 4.15. Examples of inter-arrival times at different excitation periods τexc. 
(a) Shows τexc=15 ns, (b) τexc=1.5 ns, and (c) τexc=0.15 ns, compared to τem=1 ns. The 
emission inter-arrival distribution (black) is dominated by the larger of the two 
(τexc, τem). Red shows detected inter-arrival, whereas green shows the same 
distribution cut-off because of the SPAD dead time at Tdead=50 ns×β, using β=0.12 
from (4.17). 

4.5 Quantum correlations of single molecules 

Many fluorophores are single-photon emitters137,138. One can use advanced 

statistical methods to enrich the information about the sample, if single-photon 

emitters are paired with single-photon detectors. For example, Israel et al.141 

calculated pixel cross-correlations to estimate the number of active emitters 

per diffraction volume. They then used time sections where just one emitter 

was active, and applied PSF localization to achieve sub-diffraction resolution. 

This method could be also applied in SMLM to allow for denser molecule 

activation. 

SPAD imagers with event-driven or 1-bit frame-based readout are good 

candidates for similar setups. The first prerequisite for practical measurements 

is the overall sensitivity. Israel et al. reported joint fiber and SPAD sensor 

sensitivity of 36% (see supplementary data by Israel et al.)141. The overall 
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system speed is the second critical aspect, and is usually linked with the laser 

clock, operating between 10 and 100 MHz. It was however shown that lower 

clock periods (below 1 MHz) decrease the photobleaching effect because 

molecules are given time to relax from the triplet state143. If time considerations 

allow, lower repetition rates substantially increase the total number of 

collected photons before bleaching, albeit with longer acquisition times.  

4.6 Conclusion 

Following the community drive to decrease the acquisition time (of super 

resolution localization microscopy) by using shorter frame times, we 

investigated the optimal frame time and concluded that it is longer than the 

average blinking time, and dependent on the emission intensity and 

background intensity ratio. 

SPAD imagers have been regarded by some as unsuitable for applications 

where sensitivity is critical. This belief was driven by the lack of high fill factor 

sensors. With the introduction of SPAD imagers with improved fill factor, we 

demonstrated first super resolution localization images taken with a SPAD 

imager, with an estimated localization uncertainty of 20 nm and resolution 

better than 80 nm. We showed that super resolution localization microscopy 

can exploit the high timing resolution provided by this type of imagers. We also 

presented the instrumentation and methodology for a systematic widefield 

blinking analysis. We believe that the characterization of very fast blinking is 

critical for future developments in super resolution, with the goal of high 

acquisition speeds for the best possible localization uncertainty.  

Finally, we presented data where the MEA buffer allowed for 70% of emission 

with additional fast blinking in the μs range, whereas OxEA allowed for 20%. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive widefield analysis of 

blinking with microsecond timing resolution and the first performed on a SPAD 

imager. 

State-of-the-art SPAD imagers have a competitive advantage when combining 

spatial and temporal resolution, but still don’t reach the same SMLM resolution 

as EMCCD and sCMOS due to the lower PDE. Further developments of the SPAD 

imagers will yield a higher PDE and a smaller pixel pitch, which is expected to 

further increase the noise uniformity and lower the number of hot pixels. This 

goal will likely be achieved in 3D ICs, where SPADs are operating in backside 
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illumination and the electronics in the bottom tier chip will perform complex 

operations on individual pixels and clusters of pixels.   

Further, we conducted a feasibility study on using photon inter-arrival statistics 

to extract lifetime information (saturation method). SPAD arrays offer a unique 

capability to study single photon statistics spread over a widefield area. For 

example, one approach used photon quantum correlations to estimate the 

emitter number and achieved sub-diffraction limited resolution. Large format 

imagers with integrated on-chip functionality will facilitate further 

development in this field.  
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5 Small format SPAD imagers for confocal microscopy 

While chapters 2, 3 and 4 focus on large format SPAD imagers, the present 

chapter 5 deals with small format SPAD imagers. The reasons for this is that 

small arrays usually stream SPAD pulses directly to the output, easing usage 

(plug and play) and giving flexibility to build systems for different applications. 

Small format SPAD imagers mitigate many challenges presented in previous 

chapters, however they do require special design care. So far, the dynamic range 

of small format SPAD imagers was limited when compared to a standard and 

largely used PMT technology. We present a small format imager called 

nanoSPAD in section 5.1, and specially focus on different modes of recharge 

mechanisms and correction models to increase the dynamic range in subsection 

5.1.4. We include a short comparison between competing technologies for 

confocal microscopy in section 5.2.  

5.1 nanoSPAD 

nanoSPAD is a small format SPAD array with 23 pixels, designed for image 

scanning microscopy144–147, a special type of confocal microscopes. The small 

format array is scanning the sample over a matrix to reconstruct a full image. A 

SPAD array replaces a single point detector and increases both the light 

collection and lateral resolution. Each pixel in the SPAD array is operating as a 

pinhole, with the central pixel representing the classical pinhole aligned with 

the optical axis. The pixels that are not aligned with the optical axis collect less 

light, but have a narrower PSF. When summing contributions from all 23 pixels, 

we have an increased light collection and lateral resolution147,148. 

The pixel schematic is shown in Figure 5.1. The SPAD is based on a previous low 

noise SPAD design44, implemented in a 180 nm standard CMOS technology. The 

quenching and recharge is implemented with a cascode transistor 

combination149 to enable high excess bias VEX. While the SPAD fires, the anode 

voltage increases to VEX and the inverter input reaches VEX-VT1, where VT1 is the 

T1 threshold voltage. The body effect allows for VEX = 2×VTmax = 7.2 V with 

reliable operation. We have however measured continuous SPAD operation 

with VEX=11 V for over 170h (one week) with no measured degradation. SPAD 

pulses exhibit a fast rise time with exponentially decaying fall time, limiting the 

time the anode voltage is >7.2 V.  
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Figure 5.1. nanoSPAD pixel schematic with cascode transistors to allow for high VOP. 

VQ in the figure is a global signal. Passive recharge is implemented with a 

constant bias, and other recharge mechanisms (event-driven or clock based) 

can be performed by driving VQ with a FPGA through a DAC. The inverter 

performs capacitive isolation and should reduce afterpulsing and timing jitter. 

‘SPAD out’ signals are fed to digital outputs with programmable output 

strength. Pixels are arranged in a hexagonal manner to accommodate a round 

shape (desirable in image scanning microscopy) and to increase the fill factor. 

The radial pixel pitch is 23 μm, and the radius of the active area is 5.85 μm. This 

translates into a native fill factor of 23.5%. 

Chip micrographs are shown in Figure 5.2. The right hand side image shows a 

uniform light emission test. The pixels do not show edge breakdown.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.2. (a) nanoSPAD micrograph with illumination. (b) nanoSPAD micrograph 
with SPADs operating with low quenching resistance to enable simultaneous 
avalanching and light emission. Light is emitted from the active area, in pixel centers. 
The bright outlier on the right is a "hot" pixel. 
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5.1.1 Photon detection probability 

Figure 5.3 shows PDP measurements, with the peak PDP increased by 10% 

compared to previous designs44. Multiple sources could be the cause of the 

increase. This design was implemented in a new tapeout run, opening a 

possibility for a process change. We used anode connections in the border of 

the SPAD active area, whereas the previous design had a 6×2 μm metal shielding 

on top of the 113 μm2 active area. Additionally, p-well diffusion might increase 

the effective active area by a constant, thus yielding falsely higher PDP for 

smaller active areas (original 6 μm compared to 5.85 μm in the current design). 

If p-well diffusion is significantly contributing to the PDP increase, microlenses 

will not yield the expected increase in effective fill factor. One can also estimate 

this effect by measuring the DCR of SPADs with different active areas.  

 

Figure 5.3. nanoSPAD PDP measurements at different VEX. The peak PDP at 520 nm 
is 55%, while PDP is higher than 40% between 440 and 640 nm. 

We tested the breakdown uniformity with the excess count rate method. 

Results are presented in Figure 5.4. The VOP was changed from 25.32 V in steps 

of 20 mV to 25.78 V, and the count rate linearly extrapolated to the intercept 

point on the horizontal axis. Measurements show an average of 21.95 VBD with 

a standard deviation of 56 mV. Since the PDP is not linear with respect to VOP 

(but compressing at higher VOP), we underestimate the breakdown voltage VBD. 

Figure 5.4b also reveals a narrower distribution of counts at around 23 VOP, 

which was measured to be the breakdown voltage for a testing SPAD without 

integrated electronics (using pulse emergence voltage as the breakdown). A 
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56 mV breakdown voltage change yields a PDP change of 0.17% considering a 

5.96% change in PDP when changing the VEX from 3 to 5 at 520 nm.  

 

  
                  (a)             (b) 

Figure 5.4. Excess counts versus VOP to extract the breakdown voltage. (a) Shows a 
zoomed part with measured data points. One can note the nonlinear response of 
counts to VOP. The data is linearly extrapolated to extract VOP at which counts cross 
zero, yielding the breakdown voltage VBD. 

The photon response nonuniformity (PRNU) was tested using a white lamp 

with an integrating sphere. At 1.5% of the dynamic range (to avoid count 

suppression due to dead time, operating with passive recharge) and 7 VEX, we 

measured a PRNU of 1.6%, expressed as the ratio between the standard 

deviation and the average count number. Active clock recharge yields the same 

results. 

5.1.2 Noise sources 

We measured uncorrelated (DCR) and correlated noise (afterpulsing and 

crosstalk) sources finding low noise performance. Due to low noise, count 

output is shot-noise-limited and maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio.  

5.1.2.1 Dark count rate 

Figure 5.5 shows multiple pixels DCR at different VEX. The majority of the pixels 

features a DCR lower than 100 cps at VEX=9. There are two major noise 

generation mechanisms: band-to-band tunneling and trap assisted generation. 
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Band-to-band tunneling increases with higher electric fields. Trap assisted 

generation is highly dependent on temperature. A low DCR versus VEX 

dependency indicates trap assisted DCR generation. At VEX=8, DCR starts to roll-

off towards high values due to increased electric field and band-to-band 

tunneling. Figure 5.5b indicates a higher band-to-band tunneling for VEX=11 

with respect to VEX=9. While trap assisted generation dominates the DCR at 

temperatures higher than 20 ˚C, band-to-band tunneling is limiting a further 

DCR decrease at temperatures below 0 ˚C.   

  
             (a)            (b) 

Figure 5.5. (a) Room temperature DCR of 46 different pixels at excess bias voltage 
ranging from 3 to 11 V. The majority of the pixels have a DCR lower than 100 cps at 
9 VEB. (b) DCR reduces exponentally with temperature, but reaches a plateau at 
around 0 ˚C. DCR then becomes dominantly generated by band-to-band tunneling, 
which is less effected by cooling. 

Figure 5.6 represents the quantified percentage of “hot” pixels. At 3.3 VEX, less 

than 4% of pixels have a DCR higher than 100 cps, whereas less than 2% have 

a DCR higher than 1 kcps.  
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Figure 5.6. DCR distribution of 7 combined chips, at VEX=3.3. Better DCR uniformity 
is achieved by using smaller active areas or by cooling14. 

 

5.1.2.2 Afterpulsing and crosstalk 

Afterpulsing is found to be 0.1% with 50 ns dead time. The SPAD was operating 

at 11 VEX and 0.75 VQ. Crosstalk between two adjacent pixels was measured to 

be 0.09% under the same conditions. A low afterpulsing is achieved due to 

capacitive isolation of the SPAD anode through an inverter. Deep trench 

isolation limited the crosstalk, but also reduced the fill factor. Increased 

correlations (above red curve) are present only in the first ∆T bin, indicating 

optical coupling. If electrical coupling was be present, increased correlations 

would be featured at longer ∆T as well (diffusion to adjacent pixels). 
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            (a)          (b) 

Figure 5.7. Inter-arrival time distributions between consecutive counts (a) in the 
same pixel and (b) between adjacent pixels. 

5.1.3 Timing jitter 

The timing jitter measurements are presented in Figure 5.8, featuring a 134.32, 

128.29 and 123.12 ps FWHM for 7, 9 and 11 VEX, respectively. When compared 

to the previous implementation, the timing jitter increased from 100.8 ps44 to 

the current 123.12 ps. In addition to the fixed inverter threshold (see Figure 

5.1), a cascode transistor in series could increase the output resistance and 

influence the timing as well. The measurements are performed with a 40 MHz 

laser, a SPAD dead time of 100 ns and a count rate at 100 kcps. 

 
Figure 5.8. Timing jitter histogram for three different VEX (7, 9, 11 V), using a red 
laser (637 nm). The right hand side features a diffusion tail. 
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5.1.4 Recharge mechanisms 

For the inter-arrival time histograms presented in this subsection, we used in-

FPGA histogramming with a time resolution of 10 ns. Figure 5.9a shows inter-

arrival histograms of all pixels. The dead time was estimated by looking at the 

peak inter-arrival time, yielding in this case an average dead time of 225 ns and 

standard deviation of 57 ns for passive recharge with a constant VQ bias. Due to 

variations in the threshold voltage of T2 VT2, a constant bias yields different 

recharge resistances and dead times. Considering a rather large spread of dead 

times, we expect pixel-to-pixel variations in the response (measured count rate 

m versus detected count rate n). Responses should following (2.9), all with a 

different Tdead. 

  
       (a) (b) 

Figure 5.9. (a) Inter-arrival time histograms for each pixel in the array. (b) 
Histogram of the dead time through the array. 

The response of one pixel at 7 VEX and 50 ns dead time is shown in Figure 5.10. 

The measured count rate m is plotted versus the detected count rate n extracted 

by using a reference photodiode. m is increasing with n until m reaches 

1/(e×Tdead). Further increasing n decreases m due to pulse overlapping at the 

output. Due to the non-monotonic nature of the response, m to n corrections 

cannot be performed without a priori knowledge of the detection environment. 
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Figure 5.10. Measured per pixel count response m with respect to the detected count 
rate n. m increases to reach a maximum of 1/(e×Tdead), in this case 7.6 Mcps. 

We define mi as the measured count and ni as the detected count number. 

Further, ni=n×t, where t is the integration time. For standard deviation and 

signal-to-noise measurements, count rate data is not applicable. The mi referred 

shot noise and signal-to-noise ratio are presented in Figure 5.11. The deviation 

from the theory is likely caused by rare oscillation effects with an oscillation 

period of 20 ns (example shown in Figure 5.20a). Oscillations occur only at high 

impinging photon rates. 
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             (a)              (b) 

Figure 5.11. (a) Measured standard deviation of the counts compared to the Poisson 
shot noise and the model with (2.14). (b) Shows the equivalent output SNR. 

Due to the dead time spread over the array (Figure 5.9) and the non-monotonic 

photon response (Figure 5.10), the useful dynamic range is in this case limited 

to 7.8 Mcps of detected count rate n. At higher detection count rates, the SNR 

decreases and the response over the array is highly nonuniform due to dead 

time variations (Figure 5.12).    
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Figure 5.12. Measured count rate (indicated by color, normalized with respect to the 
maximum count rate over the row, i.e. there is one white pixel per row) over the array 
(horizontal pixels) when increasing the detected count rate n. The first row 
represents the DCR. The following 10 rows are the useful dynamic range with 
uniform photon response over the array. Last six rows feature nonuniform photon 
response due to differences in Tdead, where each pixel has a different measured count 
rate (m) versus detected count rate (n) response (Figure 5.10). 

Figure 5.13 shows inter-arrival time histograms for different detection count 

rates. A steeper curve with a high occurrence at short ∆T indicates a higher 

detection count rate. Histograms show very low afterpulsing rates and indicate 

a dead time (∆T with highest occurrence) of 50 ns. 
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      (a)       (b) 

Figure 5.13. Inter-arrival times for passive quenching with dead time of 50 ns. The 
red discontinuous lines represent exponential fitting to estimate afterpulsing. 

The SPAD power consumption is similar to that of a CMOS switch. It is 

composed of three parts; the SPAD leakage current, the capacitive load current 

equivalent to VEX2Cf (3.1), and the transient current during the SPAD quenching 

(when SPAD has a resistance of around 100 Ω). The nanoSPAD current 

consumption (23 SPADs) over the dynamic range is shown in Figure 5.14. The 

figure is important to investigate the trend in large format SPAD arrays. A 

megapixel design with equivalent pixel design will consume 0.18 A and 3.5 A at 

1 Mcps and 200 Mcps, respectively. Thus, we need to use smaller SPADs for the 

high dynamic range imager proposed in section 3.3, combined with meshed and 

wide VOP metal lines.   
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Figure 5.14. nanoSPAD current consumption when using passive recharge over the 
detected count rate range. At 1 Mcps per pixel nanoSPAD consumes around 4 μA. 

Due to the non-monotonic photon response and array nonuniformity at high 

photon rates, we investigated additional recharge mechanisms. A FPGA was 

used to generate signals driving the quenching and recharge transistor T2 from 

Figure 5.1. We generated recharge pulses both synchronous to a single pixel 

output (event-driven) and asynchronous to the SPAD activity (clock-driven). 

Figure 5.15 show measured and corrected count rate responses compared to 

theoretical models presented in sections 2.2.4.1 and 2.2.4.3 (equations (2.5) 

and (2.11)). Tdead is 250 ns and the integration time t is 100 ms. A longer Tdead is 

used to mitigate the recharge uncertainty with respect to the SPAD pulse to 2%. 

We used a FPGA logic clock with 10 ns period. 
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Figure 5.15. Count rate response of event-driven (synchronous) and clock 
(asynchronous) recharge with 250 ns dead time. The responses are linearized back 
as to match the detected count rate (green), up to the complete saturation at m=4 
Mcps. Clock recharge saturates (reaches m=4 Mcps) at n=44.86 Mcps, and 
event-driven recharge saturates at n=224.1 Mcps. Black and blue curves show 
theoretical curves following equations (2.5) and (2.11). The inset graph shows a 
graph with linear y axis for a closer estimation between the difference of the 
measured data and theoretical model.  

A clear difference between the two recharge mechanisms is also shown in 

Figure 5.16. The standard deviation (σmi) of the measured counts mi is lower 

than √ni due to a small change in mi with respect to ni (ni is shot noise governed). 
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Figure 5.16. Standard deviation of the measured count number σmi due to shot noise 
and count suppression, Tdead=250 ns and integration time t=100 ms. Green shows the 
reference, i.e. standard deviation due to shot noise. 

However, we are interested in the corrected linear response (input referred, 

reversing mi to ni). The input referred noise (σni) is shown in Figure 5.17a. To 

estimate the dynamic range extension, we used linear interpolation of 

measured data to extract n with SNRni drop of -3dB (see section 2.2.5 on 

discussion for this figure). This SNR is compared to a theoretical sensor with 

linear response up to 1/Tdead=4 Mcps, with a maximum SNR of √(t/Tdead)= 
632.4. The dynamic range extended to n=7 Mcps and n=55 Mcps for clock and 

event-driven recharge, respectively.  
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               (a)              (b) 

Figure 5.17. (a) Standard deviation of the detected count number σni due to shot 
noise and count suppression, Tdead=250 ns and and integration time t=100 ms. 
(b) SNRni of the detected count number ni is for both recharge mechanisms 
comparable to the classical shot noise √ni up to n=0.4 Mcps (10% of 1/Tdead). Due to 
count suppression, the SNR figures diverge significantly. It can be seen that the 
event-driven recharge increases the dynamic far more than the clock recharge. 

Inter-arrival histograms with active event-driven and clock recharge 

mechanisms are shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.  
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            (a)              (b) 

Figure 5.18. Inter-arrival histograms for (a) event-driven and (b) clock recharge 
mechanisms with 250 ns dead time. Each curve is a histogram of the same pixel at 
different count rates. The red discontinuous lines represent exponential fitting to 
estimate afterpulsing. 

  
             (a)              (b) 

Figure 5.19. Shows a zoomed Figure 5.18, with a clear dead time of 250 ns. At high 
detection count rates, short pulses in the order of 20 ns emerge (light blue occurrence 
in part a). The red discontinuous lines represent exponential fitting to estimate 
afterpulsing. 
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As it is clear from Figure 5.19, active recharge increases (compared with passive 

recharge) the occurrence at the bin with ∆T=250 ns, the dead time. We used 

relatively long recharge pulses of 20 ns. Due to FPGA-based recharge, we used 

relatively long recharge pulses of 20 ns, thus increasing the probability of a 

photon detection during the recharge itself (the avalanche not being quenched 

until the end of the recharge). This effect is also known as the twilight 

effect150,151. The photons detected from 230 ns (Tdead – recharge pulse width) to 

250 ns will be transferred to the ∆T=250 ns bin. The twilight effect falsely 

induces an increased afterpulsing estimate. True afterpulsing (that is caused by 

charge trapping) is constant over different detection rates, while twilight 

“afterpulsing” increases with detection rates. We measured a twilight 

“afterpulsing” increase from 0.3% to 5.6% for a detection count rate increasing 

from 0.11 Mcps to 2.75 Mcps for active event-driven recharge.  

Interestingly, histograms presented in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 offer an 

intuitive way of understanding why clock recharge has a better linearity and 

the response reaches m=1/Tdead at a lower n: While event-driven recharge cuts 

all the inter-arrival times with ∆T<250 ns, clock recharge includes more counts 

because it allows inter-arrival times with ∆T<250 ns (i.e. the dead time can be 

as short as the recharge pulse width, in this case 20 ns). 

At very high detection count rates we found rare events of 20 ns pulses 

presented in Figure 5.20a, for all recharge mechanisms (including passive). 

SPAD current consumption increases due to a clock recharge mechanism (see 

Figure 5.20b). When compared to passive recharge, the current increased from 

4 to 10 μA and from 80 to 300 μA for 1 Mcps and 200 Mcps, respectively. 
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     (a)            (b) 

Figure 5.20. (a) The SPAD output at very high detection count rates can feature very 
short dead times. (b) nanoSPAD current consumption for the whole array when using 
clock recharge over the detected count rate range. nanoSPAD consumes around 
10 μA at 1 Mcps per pixel. 

In contrast to passive recharge, active clock recharge features very uniform 

response over the whole dynamic range, shown in Figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.21. Measured count rate (indicated by color, normalized with respect to the 
maximum count rate over the row) over the array (horizontal pixels) when 
increasing the detected count rate n. The first row represents the DCR. The following 
rows show uniform photon responses, with dynamic range solely limited by SNR 
decrease. 

5.2 Performance comparison between SPAD imagers, PMT and hybrid 

detectors 

Current confocal microscopes use mostly PMTs, APDs/SPADs or hybrid 

detectors. Each of those technologies has advantages and drawbacks. PMTs are 

a cheaper, mature technology, with high dynamic range (in analog operating 

mode) and large active area, thus making them easy to align. However, PMTs 

also exhibit higher multiplication noise and afterpulsing. Hybrid detectors 

combine the best of the two (at the expense of a higher cost), thus having high 

QE, high dynamic range and negligible afterpulsing, but also a somewhat higher 

DCR.  

A major drawback of PMTs and hybrid detectors is the fact that they usually 

don’t have a spatially pixelated sensitive area, and are rarely implemented as 

2D arrays that are bulky and extremely large. Because of that, systems for image 

scanning microscopy (that require a 2D array) employ either single-pixel 

sensors or linear arrays (like GaAsP PMTs) coupled to the optics through fibers 

and microlenses to form 2D arrays144. 
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Table 4. A comparison of detectors used in confocal microscopy. 

Sensor nanoSPAD SPAD#1 SPAD#2 SPAD#3 
SPAD 

array 

GaAsP 

PMT 
hybrid 

Description 

180 nm 

CMOS 

process 

Custom 

process 

ID100152 

Custom 

process 

PDM153 

Custom 

process 

SPCM-

AQRH154 

CMOS 

process 

SPC2155 

Based on 

H7422P-

40156 

Based on 

R10467U-

40157,158 

Detection 

efficiency 

maximum 

55% @ 

520 nm 

(PDP) 

35% @ 

500 nm 

50% @ 

550nm 

70% @ 

700nm 

38% @ 

400nm 

(PDE) 

40% 

@580 nm 

45% 

@500 nm 

Spectral 

range [nm] 

400 to 

860 

350  to 

900 

400 to 

900 

400 to 

1000 

400 to 

900 

300 to 

720 
300 to 720 

Fill factor 23.5% - - - 

3%, but 

detection 

efficiency 

includes 

fill factor 

- - 

Size of active 

area [μm2] 
107 

314-

1962 

314-

7850 
25434 314 20e6 7e6 

DCR [cps] <100a <200a <250a <1500 <4000a <300b <700158,a 

Afterpulsing 0.1% 0.5% <3% <1% 5% High159,c negligible 

Multiplication 

noise 
no no no no no 

yes, in 

analog 

mode 

negligible 

Timing jitter 120 ps 40-60 ps 50 ps 350 ps 77.1 ps28,d 300 ps159 
<120 ps158, 

90157 

Dead time 50 ns 45 ns 77 ns < 35 ns 77 ns unknown unknown 

Dynamic 

range 

7.8 Mcps 

with 

passive 

20 Mcps 12 Mcps 
>35 

Mcpse 
12 Mcps  3 Mcps160,f 10 Mcps 

Shutdown 

count rate 
no no no no no unknown 80 Mcps 

Integration 

capability 
yes 

8 

channel 

increases 

DCR to 

3.5 kcps 

no no yes 

16 

channel 

linear 

array 

no 

aAt room temperature 
bAt 0 ˚C 
cUp to 1.5 μs afterpulsing correlations are very high 
dAssuming this is the same SPAD as in paper by Bronzi et al.28 
eNon-linear response included 
fIn photon counting mode, dynamic range is higher in analog mode  

nanoSPAD shows an advantage in the detection efficiency. Its noise 

performance is comparable to SPADs made in custom processes. In contrast to 

custom SPADs, CMOS SPADs offer integration capability with possible new 
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modes of operation. In particular, different approaches of parallelization could 

become possible with these sensors. This will increase the sensitivity and live-

cell compatibility in confocal microscopy. Further designs however need to 

increase fill factor (with use of microlenses) and dynamic range by 

implementing integrated recharge mechanisms. 

5.3 Conclusion 

We showed a small format SPAD imager with cascode quenching and recharge 

architecture. This architecture allowed us to operate the sensor at 11 V of 

excess bias VEX. The sensor shows a 10% PDP improvement and reduced 

afterpulsing. The timing jitter however increased by 20%, probably due to 

introduction of the cascode transistor and a fixed inverter threshold. Further 

optimization can be achieved by adjusting the inverter and cascode operating 

point in future designs. A lower inverter threshold can reduce the jitter. 

We tested multiple recharge mechanisms investigating the response, shot noise 

and SNR. We introduced a new paradigm on the dynamic range by quantitative 

estimating the SNR. Interestingly, we found that clock recharge mechanisms do 

not increase afterpulsing dramatically. The inter-arrival histograms offer an 

intuitive way to understand why clock recharge features larger response 

linearity. 
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6 Conclusion 

The main research question proposed in the introduction, “What are the 

advantages of SPAD imagers overcoming the main challenges, used in microscopy, 

compared to conventional EMCCD and sCMOS imager technologies?”, has been 

thoroughly answered throughout the chapters. Due to direct photon-to-digital 

transformation, SPAD imagers count single photons. SPADs eliminate readout 

noise and tradeoffs between bandwidth and noise, shrinking CMOS nodes and 

dynamic range (full well capacity). Without readout noise, imagers can be 

oversampled for better timing resolution. Shrinking CMOS technology nodes 

potentially extend the dynamic range due to increased integration capability for 

quenching and recharge. SPAD technology combines single photon detection 

with picosecond timing resolution and megapixel sizing. A superb microscopy 

detector should have a frame rate (or parameter based output, i.e. lifetime 

output) of 30 fps, timing resolution in order of 100 ps, array size between 32×32 

and 2048×2048, photon-counting capability for shot noise limited imaging and 

spectral resolvability. 

Charge accumulating CMOS imagers need to reduce the readout noise 

throughout the array below 0.3 e- for photon counting. The nonuniform 

readout distribution33,103 makes this a hard requirement. SPAD DCR 

distribution has a similar uniformity challenge. We found 2% of nanoSPAD 

pixels above 1 kcps. DCR nonuniformity reduces with temperature. 

Afterpulsing and crosstalk do not increase nonuniformity. A uniform VBD 

distribution and analog-less detection limits photon response nonuniformity 

below 2%. Digital robustness mitigates analog noise sources found in charge 

accumulating imagers. Initially small figures for fill factor and PDP are 

increased from 1-5% to 45% (3D integration) and 60% (microlenses) for fill 

factor and to 55% PDP for a substrate isolated CMOS SPAD. 

In this thesis, we created new models for SPAD count response, count standard 

deviation and signal-to-noise ratio for active event-driven, passive and clock 

recharge 

A deviation from the active event-driven response was experimentally 

observed with SwissSPAD for the first time. We then found differences between 

count response for event-driven and clock recharge, creating mathematical and 

simulation-based models that had a major impact in the community14. We also 

unexpectedly measured a reduction of count standard deviation below shot 

noise, and confirmed it with simulations. Later on, we confirmed our count 
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standard deviation and signal-to-noise ratio measurement with mathematical 

models18,52,53. 

Interestingly, we both mathematically and experimentally found that active 

clock recharge has better linearity compared to active event-driven recharge. 

However, active event-driven recharge theoretically extends the dynamic 

range by 75× and 26× (section 2.2.5.1) compared to 1/Tdead and active clock 

recharge, respectively. We measured an extension by 14× and 7.9× (section 

5.1.4) compared to 1/Tdead and active clock recharge, respectively. It is not clear 

why a part of SPAD community continues to use clock recharge to extend the 

dynamic range161. 

The SPAD community has no standardized quantitative measure for the 

extension of dynamic range due to the suppressed count response, mainly 

citing 1/Tdead162 or linearity of the corrected response163 as limiting the dynamic 

range. For this reason, we proposed a quantitative SNR decrease of -3dB as a 

measure for the extended dynamic range. 

We investigated active clock recharge and found small increase in afterpulsing 

in our particular implementation (section 5.1.4).   

nanoSPAD is based on a previous SPAD implementation with 45% peak PDP44. 

Using a cascode transistor combination for quenching and recharge, the array 

operates at high 11 V excess bias, with 55% peak PDP at 520 nm and >40% 

from 440 to 640 nm. The array shows a median DCR below 400 cps for excess 

bias up to 11 V. Capacitive isolation allowed us to reduce the afterpulsing from 

7.2% at Tdead=300 ns44 to 0.1% at Tdead=50. The timing jitter was however 

increased from 100 to 120 ps, presumably due to cascode quenching that 

increases the output resistance and a fixed inverter threshold. 

We derived the optimum frame time for localization super resolution 

microscopy, based on exponentially distributed fluorophore blinking. An 

optimum resolution was also confirmed with experimental results. With 

consecutive publications in 201515, 201616 and 201717, we showed first 

localization super resolution microscopy acquired with a SPAD imager, 

improving image quality throughout the publications. In addition to the super 

resolution images, we were able to perform first widefield blinking analyses 

with timing resolution in the μs range.   
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Newly designed event-driven SPAD imagers with 144×252 and 32×32 pixels 

(shown in chip gallery) are good fits for fluorescence lifetime imaging, multi-

laser STED and time-correlated light sheet microscopy.  
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Summary 

Microscopy is an integral part of the Dutch scientific tradition. Van 

Leeuwenhoek was a trailblazer in microscopy, using it as a tool to explore a new 

world of microorganisms. For a long time, it was believed that microscopes 

could reach any desired magnification, and thus any spatial resolution, just by 

improving the lens quality. It was later found that the resolution of optical 

microscopes is fundamentally limited by diffraction. Ernst Abbe defined the 

maximum optical resolution to be around 0.2 micrometers. We could track ants, 

cells and bacteria, but not viruses, proteins and small molecules. However, in 

2014 scientists were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2014 for bypassing 

this resolution limit. The microscopes can now delve into the nanoworld, with 

resolutions down to 10 nanometers. We can now observe individual molecules, 

viruses and proteins. 

The aim of this research is to explore the potential advantages of SPAD imagers 

used in microscopy. An ideal microscopy detector requires high sensitivity (high 

quantum efficiency QE or photon detection probability PDP), photon counting 

operation, low noise (dark current or dark count rate), timing resolution in the 

order of 100 ps, frame rate higher than 10 fps, a large enough pixel resolution 

and wavelength resolvability. 

High sensitivity is required as to increase the number of collected photons and 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). High sensitivity enables to reduce the laser/LED 

power and reduce phototoxicity of a microscopy sample. The SNR is maximized 

in photon counting operation, and equals the shot noise limited SNR=n/√n=√n 

(if dark noise is neglected), where n is the number of collected photons. To 

operate in photon counting mode, conventional charge accumulating imagers 

(both CMOS and CCD) require either a very low readout noise or high 

photoelectron multiplication that effectively reduces the readout noise. In 

addition to the readout noise, charge accumulating imagers add other analog 

noise sources.  

In CMOS charge accumulating imagers, other analog noise sources majorly 

cause the photon response nonuniformity (PRNU), stemming from column and 

pixel mismatches in source followers, column amplifiers and column analog-to-

digital converters.  

Single-photo avalanche diode (SPAD) imagers are direct photon-to-digital 

sensors and thus photon counting devices. They mitigate the major noise 
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source, i.e. the readout noise that limits photon counting in conventional charge 

accumulating CMOS imagers. Due to their digital nature, SPAD imagers limit the 

PRNU to the breakdown voltage nonuniformity. Since sensitivity is influenced 

by the voltage applied above the breakdown voltage, variations in the 

breakdown voltage yield PRNU. The breakdown voltage is found to be very 

uniform in modern CMOS processes, measuring 67 mV and 56 mV standard 

deviation for 350 and 180 nm CMOS, respectively. Such variations yield less 

than 2% PRNU. 

Timing resolution is in microscopy required to separate two or more molecules 

(or molecule environment) with similar emission spectra (color). One can then 

use the molecule dynamic, i.e. its lifetime, for separation. The lifetime are 

exponentially distributed with a mean value between 500 ps and 5 ns. SPAD 

sensors usually feature a timing jitter in the order of 100 ps resolution, a 

specification satisfying lifetime measurements.  

Frame rates above 30 fps are required to follow dynamic cell or molecule 

movement. SPAD imagers are in frame rate limited by the “dead time” Tdead, 

during which one can detect only one photon. If one needs a 10-bit image with 

1024 gray levels, the maximum frame rate is 1/(1023×Tdead). Considering a 

typical Tdead of 50 ns and 10-bit image depth, one can achieve a very high 20 

kfps. 

Due to the digital nature of SPAD imagers, the frame rate is not entangled with 

the noise as a tradeoff. In contrast, high frame rate charge accumulating imagers 

feature high noise figures.  

Photo multiplying tubes and hybrid detectors where also used as photon 

counting single-pixel detectors, scanning the field of view to construct as image. 

However, scanning take time and limits the frame rate to 1-10 fps. CMOS SPAD 

imagers are routinely implemented with high pixel resolution, to date up to 

512×512. 

SPAD imagers potentially represent an ideal microscopy detector. Photon 

generated SPAD pulses can be counted or/and used as time resolved signals for 

time-to-digital converters (TDCs). However, previous implementations 

featured low fill factor (ratio between sensitive area and overall pixel area) and 

PDP. Each SPAD imager also incorporates a certain amount of “hot” pixels with 

very high DCR and increases the DCR nonuniformity. The maximum count rate, 

limiting the dynamic range, is stated to be limited by 1/Tdead. 
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We firstly used SwissSPAD, a 512×128 counting based SPAD imager with 1-bit 

in-pixel memory, fabricated in a high-voltage 350 nm CMOS process. It can be 

operated with a global shutter exposure with rolling readout outputting 1-bit 

frames each 6.4 μs. Depositing microlenses on top of the chip led to a major fill 

factor improvement. We increased the native fill factor from 5% to effectively 

60%. A ×12 increase in sensitivity enabled us to acquire the first SPAD based 

localization super resolution images with at least 80 nm resolution. Due to the 

fact that SPAD imagers do not change their performance when changing the 

frame rate, we investigated the optimal frame rate for localization super 

resolution. We found that the frame rate needs to be adjusted considering the 

blinking dynamic found in microscopy samples. We mathematically derived an 

optimal frame rate depending on dye blinking, dye intensity and background 

light. This was particularly important due to the tendency to increase the frame 

rate as to shorten the acquisition times. We found a mathematical relationship 

between the frame rate and achieved resolution.  

We further used SwissSPAD timing resolution of 6.4 μs to explore possible 

triplet-related blinking in the microsecond time range. We investigated 

different samples and found data indicating that the fast blinking is caused by 

molecular triplet states. This data was published in our Scientific Reports paper. 

 

Using a standard 180 nm CMOS process and a p-i-n junction, we designed a 

SPAD pixel with 55% peak PDP at 520 nm. This is the state-of-the-art PDP figure 

for substrate isolated standard CMOS SPADs. Large SPAD arrays are majorly 

implemented with substrate isolated SPADs. Substrate shared SPADs achieve a 

higher PDP, due to a deeper junction, but increase DCR, afterpulsing and 

crosstalk due to a small or no potential barrier to p-substrate, which is shared 

with surrounding SPADs and electronics. Custom made SPADs can feature a 

PDP as high as 70%, but are not implemented in SPAD arrays due to 

reproducibility issues.  

A cascode recharge schematic was a key implementation that enabled a high 

operating voltage and consequently a high PDP SPAD array. The implemented 

pixels further feature 0.6 and 3.7 cps/μm2 DCR at 3 and 11 V excess bias, 

respectively. Afterpulsing probability is 0.1%, and crosstalk is 0.09%. The 

timing jitter was found to be 123 ps at 11 V excess bias. 

The DCR nonuniformity was firstly evaluated with SwissSPAD measuring 1.8% 

noisy pixels with more than 212/μm2 cps DCR. With the new 180 nm 
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technology, we found 4% pixels above 0.9 cps/μm2 and 2% pixels above 9.3 

cps/μm2 at 3.3 V excess bias. In addition to the SPAD size, we found that the 

temperature influences the DCR nonuniformity. Lower operating temperatures 

decrease the DCR nonuniformity. 

The maximum count rate, limiting the dynamic range, was thoroughly analyzed. 

It is well known that the SPAD response to light is not linear, and can potentially 

increase the dynamic range. Each recharge mode features a different response 

equation, enabling to linearize the response back. However, the standard 

deviation of counts due to this linearization was not evaluated before. We 

derived and measured the SPAD dynamic range considering a maximum 

acceptable decrease (-3dB) in SNR due to linearization, for three SPAD recharge 

modes. We evaluated passive and active event-driven recharge and clocked 

recharge. Active event-driven recharge increases the dynamic range by a factor 

of ×36 and ×75 for 8-bit and 10-bit image depth, respectively. A direct clocked 

recharge (asynchronous to the SPAD activity, with a high repetition rate) was 

never performed before, mostly due to potential increase in afterpulsing. We 

however found no afterpulsing increase with clocked recharge. 

Lastly, the author codesigned a 144×252 and 32×32 event-driven SPAD array 

with Chao Zhang and Scott Lindner, using the 180 nm CMOS technology. The 

chips are optimized for a sweet spot between high speed and high fill factor. We 

partially parallelized TDCs resources at the bottom (and top for the larger 

array) of the pixel array. The pixel output is connected to a column bus and 

timing line, all pulled up to VDD. At arrival of a photon, the bus address assigned 

to the specific pixel is forced to ground. The timing line is designed to enable a 

fast leading edge and conservation of the timing resolution. The 32×32 and 

144×252 pixel array have a total of 128 and 1728 TDCs, respectively. The 

author designed the pixel array, address coding, pulse propagation and 

auxiliary signal integrity circuit. 
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A SPAD farm with SPAD inset 

 

The nanoSPAD chip 
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